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Preface 

 

This thesis is the end result of a Language and Development Masters. During this one-year 

programme, students are trained to examine the underlying grammatical structures in 

languages and study them. More importantly, the academic training focuses mainly on first 

and second language acquisition in normally developing children and adults. Following 

Chomsky (1981), most linguists at the University of Utrecht believe that there is an innate 

capacity that human beings have to acquire language. A so-called ‘language faculty’, better 

known as Universal Grammar, is said to be solely responsible for the task of acquiring, 

processing and producing language. This ‘language device’s’ nature and workings are still 

subject to much debate. Some scientists believe Universal Grammar is only available to 

children and that access to this language learning device diminishes over time. But, as 

numerous studies in second language acquisition have shown, it is not exactly clear at which 

age childhood ends and adolescence or adulthood begins with respect to language acquisition. 

Others claim that Universal Grammar is still available to adults. Either fully or partially, 

adults can benefit from this extraordinary human gift. Nevertheless, proficiency in a second 

language seems to decrease as one gets older, though there are some cases in which a second 

language learner appear to be able to achieve a near-native fluency. Generally, most linguists 

agree on the view that children acquire their first language in the same rapid and unique 

manner. Courses in the Language and Development training offer students the chance of 

designing and conducting their own experiments concerning first and second language 

acquisition.  

 From this perspective, students in the Language and Development course are 

encouraged to engage in a traineeship. With this in mind, I sought out a traineeship that would 

suit me and my interests, which lie in the field of child first language acquisition. Having 

written papers on topics concerning language development in children with autism, especially 

with respect to the development of a Theory of Mind in these children, and the acquisition 

profile of children diagnosed with Specific Language Disorder, the traineeship I encountered 

with dr. Dietz at the Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry at the Universitair 

Medisch Centrum in Utrecht (UMC) exceeded my expectations.  

 At first, the idea was to design a small linguistic experiment linked to a psychological 

instrument used by Dr. Dietz to investigate a child’s ‘safe attachment’ to its primary 

caretakers and come up with a ‘checklist’ to use when processing the data. This checklist 

would consist of easy-to-use columns regarding certain linguistic phenomena known to be 
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troublesome for young children according to their age, enabling psychologists to simply tick 

the boxes whenever such an utterance was produced by the child. Eventually, this could 

contribute to a quicker and more accurate diagnosis of the child’s disorder. However, during 

the course of my traineeship the shape and form of the linguistic experiment was modified 

several times. This was due to a number of factors. First, the children attending the hospital’s 

department whose language was to be evaluated, all differed in age, background, gender, and 

type of disorder. More importantly, no children diagnosed with having Autism were able to be 

part of the test group, as language impairment is a characteristic of not only Autism but also 

of many other disorders. Initially, given my earlier research on children with autism, my main 

interest was to see how language in these children differed from the language use in normally 

developing children. Especially since the psychological instrument used, the Attachment 

Story Completion Task (ASCT), focuses on typical ‘excessive’ themes such as fear of getting 

hurt, or lost, or being excluded. By contrast, children with psychiatric disorders might show 

language impairments not explicitly linked to their disorder. For that reason, they make more 

interesting subjects. Second, it became no longer desirable to design a checklist for the 

psychologists to use. Once the search for background literature had started, it became evident 

that such checklists already exist. Therefore, the focus shifted to a linguistic experiment 

linked to the ASCT to gain more insight in the language level and development of children 

with a psychiatric disorder versus normally developing children.  

 I would like to thank Dr. Dietz for giving me the opportunity to be a trainee at the 

Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry and, more importantly, for her guidance and 

help during the experimental process and for reading several versions of thesis. Many thanks 

to Dr. William Philip for his teaching and guidance. Furthermore, I would like to thank 

colleague Mr. Kwakkel for his help in processing the data and my brother-in-law Mr. van 

Bruggen for lending me his camera and for his help and patience in trying to transfer the data 

on DVD. Finally, many thanks to the children who participated in this experiment: the 

children who attended the Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, and the control 

group children, whose parents’ hospitality made it possible for me to interview the children in 

their homes.  

Femke Sophie van Gurp 

August 2008 
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Introduction 

 

The development of language in individuals has always been of great interest: one needs a 

language of some sort to be able to function in everyday life. Language is needed to form 

relationships with parents and peers. It is believed that language development contributes 

greatly to social and cognitive development. Without language, be it spoken or signed, it 

becomes extremely difficult to communicate about the simplest necessities for survival. 

Moreover, without language, it is hard to understand the beliefs and emotions of others. 

Children with an impairment in language development or with a psychiatric impairment may 

be hindered in their sociocognitive development. The question which then arises is in which 

ways psychiatrically or linguistically impaired children fall behind their peers when it comes 

to language development. Do such children show only a delay in language acquisition, or is 

there a cognitive deficit as well? In first language development in children, comparative 

studies between normally developing children and psychiatric/language impaired children are 

numerous. The experiment in this thesis is based on such a study.  

 In their 2003 doctoral thesis, Blankenstijn and Scheper (B&S) compare the language 

development of children with a psychiatric impairment to that of normally developing 

children. Children with a psychiatric disorder often develop a language impairment. Today, it 

is still unclear whether that language impairment is caused by the psychiatric impairment, or 

whether the language impairment is somehow responsible for triggering or influencing the 

psychiatric impairment. B&S have studied large groups of children and have assessed them 

on a number of linguistic key points, which have led to astonishing results. B&S’s groups of 

subjects were rather large. In this thesis, the experiment is a pilot study based on B&S’s 

findings, attempting to use much smaller group of subjects. 

 The thesis is structured as follows: chapter one clarifies the characteristics of the most 

prominent psychiatric disorders among children, especially those that were found in the 

clinical group of children participating in this pilot study. Since these children were all 

diagnosed according to the system developed by the American Psychiatric Association, 

namely, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), chapter one starts 

off with a thorough description of the workings of this manual.  

 Chapter two is concerned with background information regarding previous research on 

language impairment in children with a psychiatric disorder. Literature and experimental data 

from B&S’ doctoral thesis is discussed in detail, as it provides important information for this 

thesis’ pilot study. 
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 In chapter 3,  the psychological instrument which was used to elicit speech from the 

children, the Attachment Story Completion Task (ASCT), is explained and described in the 

introduction. Next, the pilot study is described. In total, eight children participated in. Four 

normally developing children (N-children) were matched to four children diagnosed with a 

psychiatric disorder (PI-children), for gender and age. The elicited speech from the ASCT 

were checked for eleven linguistically interesting variables. Afterwards, the results were 

added and compared per group. The results show that, though the sample was too small for 

the results to be significant, B&S’s findings were corroborated on a small scale.  
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Chapter 1: Psychiatric Disorders 

 

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 

 

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) of the American 

Psychiatric Association (APA) was first published in its current form in 1980. Before that 

time, extensive research on mental disorders had led to new insights and new categories for 

adult, adolescence, and childhood disorders. Every five to ten years, the DSM is updated: 

diagnostic criteria are reviewed and if necessary altered. For example, one of the criteria for 

Conduct Disorder was the use of obscene language or verbal abuse. In the fourth edition of 

the DSM this criterion was deleted. By the same token, criteria might be additionally assigned 

to a disorder when recent research into that disorder has proven this crucial. In addition, 

annual conferences are held about possible DSM shortcomings. By reviewing and evaluating 

the manual regularly, scientists and clinicians find new areas that need more detailed research. 

The DSM is used worldwide as a basis for experimental studies. The fourth edition of the 

DSM was published in 1992, the text revision was published in 2000.  

 First, one would need to know the difference between psychiatry and psychology. 

Apart from the fact that psychiatrists are also medically trained doctors, psychology mostly 

deals with problems that come from psychiatric disorders, such as learning disabilities. In 

other words, psychiatry is concerned with the disorder itself, psychology is concerned with 

problems surrounding the disorder. Psychiatric disorders can be triggered or influenced by 

certain factors, such as genetic, somatic (medical), or environmental causes. In the DSM the 

five most important of these factors, called ‘axes’, are listed in a multiaxial system. Patients 

are assessed on several axes covering different domains. The system provides concise 

information on both mental and medical conditions and on environmental influences such as 

home environment, listed on axes one through five. As the patient’s most relevant problems 

are listed systematically, proper attention can be given to each individual problem. Moreover, 

it provides clinicians with relevant information on domains that might not lie in their field of 

expertise. It enables several clinicians to treat an individual patient for different symptoms at 

the same time. For instance, a schizophrenic patient might also suffer from diabetes. 

Clinicians will need to know precisely how the patient copes with this disease and if they can 

properly manage it (i.e., inject insulin at the appropriate times) . By the same token, hospital 

staff needs to be informed of the patient’s disorder in order to treat the patient with the correct 

cautious care, because some medication might negatively influence the disorder et cetera. 

Axes are not considered to be completely independent of one another; a disorder or problem 
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on one axis might influence a disorder on another axis. For example, physical abuse or neglect 

of a child diagnosed with Conduct Disorder may very well contribute to the disorder’s 

manifestations and severity. The following example of multiaxial evaluation is taken from one 

of the children participating in the study of this thesis. 

 Axis I:  Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, combined type 

 Axis II: no diagnosis 

 Axis III: articulatory problems 

 Axis IV: strained family 

 Axis V: GAF 65 

 

It is very well possible that the stressful family circumstances and the articulatory problems 

have a negative influence on the Attention-Deficit Disorder. An inability to cope with an 

unstable family life and/or an inability to properly express oneself may contribute to the 

disorder’s manifestations. 

  On the first axis, Axis I, all clinical conditions such as Childhood Disorders, 

Schizophrenia, Anxiety Disorders, et cetera are given. One individual might have several 

disorders on Axis I, and they are listed in order of severity and/or importance. The principal 

diagnosis is usually the reason why the patient was referred to mental health assessment and is 

therefore considered to be the most pressing. In other cases, the patient might have a disorder 

on the first two axes. Only when the diagnosis on the second axis is labelled “Principal 

Diagnosis” or “Reason for Visit” will that disorder receive primary attention. Otherwise, the 

diagnosis on the first axis is treated first.  

 The second axis is for personality disorders, such as Antisocial Personality Disorder 

(in which the patient displays a pattern of behaviour essentially violating the rights of others 

from age 15 onwards) and Borderline Personality Disorder (in which the patient shows 

symptoms of, for example, self-injury, instability in interpersonal relationships, and rapidly 

changing self-images) and Mental Retardation. These kinds of disorders are noted on the 

second axis because their presence might influence the kind of treatment a patient will 

receive. Should these disorders be listed on the first axis too, chances are they will be 

overlooked, as primary attention is given to the disorder listed first. The fact that these 

disorders are listed on the second axis does not mean they are of lesser importance. In fact, 

placing them on the second axis ensures they are taken into full consideration. Nevertheless, 

disorders listed on Axis II are usually those that are harder (if not impossible) to ‘cure’ such 

as Mental Retardation whereas the disorders listed on Axis I have the potential to become 

weakened in its manifestations after therapy. Usually, the disorders on Axis II are of a more 

pervasive nature and are closely correlated to the disorder mentioned on the first axis.  
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 General medical conditions that might be relevant are reported on the third axis. 

Medical problems such as diseases or injuries are listed if they pose a potential cause of or 

influence on the problems stated on the first axis. For instance, a patient diagnosed with a 

Depressive Disorder might suffer from cancer. Though cancer probably cannot have had a 

direct biological effect on the patient’s depression, it is very likely the patient is depressed 

because of the illness. Another example is that of one of the children who participated in the 

study described in Chapter 3 of this thesis: her bladder- and bowel control problems were 

listed on Axis III, which may very well have contributed to her problems listed on Axis I. If 

no somatic problems occur in a patient, the code “Axis III: none” must be used. In the case of 

an initial diagnosis in which somatic problems are yet unknown, the code “Axis III: deferred” 

must be used. 

 Psychosocial and Environmental Problems include such things as death of a family 

member, abuse or neglect, loneliness, academic problems, extreme poverty, problems with 

access to health care services, problems related to interaction with the legal system/crime and 

other psychosocial and environmental problems. These are coded on Axis IV (APA, 31, 32). 

Problems of this sort may influence diagnosis and treatment. In addition to affecting the Axis 

I and Axis II diagnoses, psychosocial problems might interfere with the patient’s treatment 

and recovery. Only those problems which have been present in the past year before 

diagnosing should be listed on Axis IV. However, some traumatic environmental experiences 

in the past (such as serving in a war or a traumatic event in childhood) must be taken into 

account if it is likely that they serve an underlying cause for a disorder.  

 On Axis V, a Global Assessment of Functioning is given. A clinician examines an 

individual’s general functioning as manifested in everyday life. This is done using the Global 

Assessment of Functioning (GAF) scale by the APA. The GAF scale is divided into 10 levels, 

each ranging 10 numbers: 100 to 91, 90 to 81, 80 to 71 and so on. Reading from top (100: ‘no 

symptoms’) to bottom (10-1: in which the patient is in danger of severely hurting self or 

others), the clinician decides whether the definitions in the codes apply to the severity of the 

patient’s disorder and/or the patient’s functioning. As soon as the description in a code seems 

to match with the patient’s behaviour, the clinician decides on a more precise scoring within 

the code’s range. For example, for a severely depressed patient with an alcohol abuse problem 

a clinician might assign a GAF code of, say, 35 and write:  

 Some impairment in reality testing or communication (e.g., speech is at times illogical, 

 obscure or irrelevant), OR major impairment in several areas , such as work or 

 school, family relations, judgment, thinking or mood (e.g., depressed man avoids 
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 friends, neglects family, and is unable to work; child frequently beats up younger 

 children, is defiant at home, and is failing at school).  

  A GAF score helps the clinician to judge a patient’s functioning at present and in the 

course of time. Moreover, it can contribute to treatment: if the GAF score changes for the 

better during a course of treatment, one could assume the treatment is successful. If not, other 

solutions can be sought. In this manner, the clinician can provide a clearer picture of the 

patient, in addition to the diagnoses listed on the previous axes. 

 In the Netherlands, the use of the DSM is part of the standard procedure for assessing 

mental health. Essentially, the DSM is a classification system, not a diagnostic system. 

Classification is only relevant when groups are studied. It is simply a matter of counting the 

number of symptoms which occur most in groups of subjects. Thus, in individual patients, the 

criteria might seem odd, irrelevant or farfetched at times. It is hard to imagine a patient who 

meets every single one of a disorder’s criteria, and the DSM obviously does not account for 

individual differences. Moreover, the criteria in the DSM are based on findings within the 

weakest groups of patients: it does not elaborate on individuals who function close to 

normally, regardless of their disorder. However, a psychologist or psychiatrist with proper 

experience with both the DSM and patients with a particular disorder will have little trouble 

diagnosing a patient. The criteria are based on extensive research and universal agreements. 

The multiaxial system is considered to be very useful in mental health care; clinicians can 

discuss and treat colleague’s patients without having to read the patient’s entire medical file. 

More importantly, with each classification comes a treatment from which the patient will 

hopefully benefit. Basically, the multiaxial system functions as a rough summary of the 

patient’s problems. In the future, Dutch health insurance companies will be given access to 

patient’s medical files, much against clinicians wishes. However, they will only be able to 

check the patient’s axial information, the rest of the patient’s medical file will be destroyed 

after a certain period of time.  

 Though the multiaxial system is believed to efficiently cover every domain in an 

individual’s life, some feel the definitions of the disorders are too broad. Two individuals 

displaying completely different symptoms might still be diagnosed with the same disorder. 

Moreover, the DSM is fairly black and white in its use; sometimes there seems to be no 

middle ground. A disorder can only be considered a disorder when the child’s or adult’s  

behaviour causes significant problems in their lives. Sometimes a patient or a child might 

show symptoms of a particular disorder and may experience some troubles due to those 

symptoms in everyday life. But unless those symptoms are diagnosed as a disorder (i.e., when 
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the behaviour poses serious problems for the individual), that person does not suffer from any 

disorder according to DSM standards. Unfortunately, this is also linked with the Dutch health 

care system. Unless individuals are officially diagnosed as having a disorder, they are not 

provided with help such as therapy or medication. This ‘no label, no help’ mentality is often 

criticised by clinicians. Sometimes it is difficult to classify problems, but the problems do 

exist. Another disadvantage is the use of the International Classification of Diseases tenth 

Edition (ICD-10,World Health Organisation) in Dutch somatic health care, a similar 

classification system but whose diagnostic criteria differs slightly on occasion. A study by 

Sørensen, Mors and Thomsen (2005) investigated differences in diagnoses between the DSM-

IV and the ICD-10. They found that in both Attention-Deficit Disorders and major depressive 

disorder/depressive episode, children met DSM criteria more often than when the ICD-10 was 

used for diagnosis. In other words, using the DSM criteria leads to diagnoses of these two 

disorders more frequently. However, in Oppositional Defiant Disorders, no differences were 

found. Nevertheless, the DSM is considered a highly useful instrument to study and diagnose 

patients with psychiatric disorders.   

 In this thesis, the children in the clinical group were assessed using the DSM. Among 

them, the most prevalent diagnoses are Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), 

Disruptive Behaviour Disorders and Parent-Child Relational Problems.   
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Attention-Deficit Disorders 

 

Among the most prevalent psychiatric disorders among children are Attention-Deficit 

Disorders. Children suffering from Attention-Deficit Disorder (ADD) or Attention-

Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) have abnormally poor attention spans and are 

abnormally and pervasively hyperactive or impulsive, and these attributes cause significant 

problems in multiple areas of their everyday functioning. Individuals with ADHD are very 

sensitive to external stimuli. They feel as though their brain were constantly bombarded with 

thoughts and new impressions, following each other extremely rapidly, and in a manner they 

cannot control. Although normally developing children occasionally also experience this, 

these problems occur much more frequently and severely in ADHD children than in normal 

children of a comparable (mental) age. A child with ADHD seems to lack a ‘natural brake’. 

They will constantly run around when they are supposed to remain seated. When seated, they 

squirm and fidget and seem to be forever lost in their own thoughts (i.e., not listening, not 

being able to recall multiple details of a given command). At a young age many normally 

developing children behave this way as well; however, an ADHD child continues behaving 

this way at an age that his peers no longer do so. In addition, they have severe difficulty 

concentrating on a single task and often move on to another task before the first is completed. 

Very often their tasks are full of unnecessary and careless mistakes. In normally developing 

individuals, poor attention span is normal when the task is dull. Most adults find it difficult to 

remain focused while filling out tax returns, for example. Nevertheless, most adults will stay 

and finish the job so they can put it behind them. For adults with ADHD these sort of tasks 

are even more trying; they seem to lack the self-discipline to make themselves finish things, 

though they want to. The same holds for children. While normally developing children will 

stay seated and complete that mathematics assignment, children with ADHD will find it hard 

to concentrate and will try to avoid the task. This is not due to defiant behaviour but is truly a 

matter of not being able to focus attention. The ADHD child needs external motivation to pay 

attention and complete a task. Children with ADHD are often described by their parents as 

“seeing and hearing everything”. A child that has difficulty focusing on one particular task is 

easily distracted by noises or other random events. In contrast to this behaviour, children with 

ADHD are perfectly able to concentrate on tasks they like, for instance playing their favourite 

computer game. This contradictory behaviour sometimes frustrates or enrages parents; it 

seems as if the child is testing the parents’ patience by simply acting up and being a nuisance. 

Parents’ feelings of inadequacy regarding their child’s upbringing can lead to stressful home 
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environments, which in their turn can have a negative effect on the child’s behaviour. 

Punishment seems to have very little effect on ADHD children, but praising good behaviour 

does seem to work. Children with ADHD constantly need their boundaries set.  

 Today, three subtypes of Attention-Deficit Disorders are distinguished: predominantly 

inattentive, predominantly hyperactive and/or impulsive and a combined type. Children who 

are diagnosed with hyperactivity/impulsivity are more likely to receive medical treatment than 

children who are predominantly inattentive, because medication such as Ritalin helps to 

control the hyperactiveness. In addition, hyperactive/impulsive children are more likely to 

show concordance between ADHD and another behavioural disorder. For instance, an ADHD 

child might also be diagnosed with a Learning Disorder. It is up to the clinician to gather as 

much relevant information as possible through parent questionnaires, individual interviews 

with the child, and observations of the child at play before determining whether or not the 

child is diagnosable. In other words, extensive study is needed before a child can be 

diagnosed with ADHD, and the behaviour must be present in the child for at least six months 

prior to testing for it. Depression goes away in time, while ADHD is pervasive and present at 

birth. Sometimes the cause is medical, when the child suffers from epilepsy for example, or 

when there is an imbalance in hormonal production. Children who have multiple diagnoses of 

disorders appear to be stable over time, i.e., constantly show abnormal behaviour.   

 ADHD is most commonly found in boys, who show more hyperactiveness than girls. 

In fact, boys are two to four times more at risk of developing ADHD or ADD than girls. In 

girls, the subtype ADD (a term mostly used for predominantly inattentive children) is more 

common. ADD manifests itself in private difficulties (such as a negative self-image, or an 

attempt to compensate for one’s inattentiveness by becoming a perfectionist) rather than 

interpersonal difficulties. Though boys are more often diagnosed with ADHD than girls 

(because the hyperactivity is evidently present), it is very well possible that in some girls, 

ADD is present but never recognised. Girls with ADD tend to hide their problems from the 

outside world: in most cases, it is not until puberty when the real problems surface, when 

hormonal changes and educational expectations begin to take their toll. However, ADD is still 

quite often overlooked in both girls and boys. Children with ADD view school as an 

overwhelming experience: they cannot keep their attention on their work and it may take them 

hours to finish their homework. After school, they are exhausted. They are often forgetful and 

are often unaware of what is expected of them, because they have not registered the details of 

an assignment. Whichever subtype, the characteristics of the disorder can change over time, 
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especially during adolescence and adulthood. Nonetheless, the disorder remains; it cannot be 

cured.  

  Research on ADD and ADHD dates back to the early 1900s. In that time, children 

who were very likely to suffer from these kinds of disorders were described as ‘impulsive’, 

‘disinhibited’ and ‘hyperactive’. During the 1960s, these children were thought to have 

‘minimal brain damage’ or ‘minimal brain dysfunction’. Somewhere during the fetal and/ or 

the perinatal stage, the child might have suffered from brain damage caused by “adverse 

circulatory, toxic, metabolic, mechanical and other effects” (Kaplan et al., 1063). In addition, 

physical distress in the mother as well as stress could be the cause of subtle brain damage in 

the child. In fact, nonfocal neurological signs are often found in children with ADHD. 

However, the majority of children with ADHD do not show any evidence of brain damage or 

damage to the central nervous system (CNS). Conversely, children with neurological 

disorders caused by brain lesions display none of the disorders’ characteristics. Genetic 

factors are known to play a significant role in the cause of the disorders. Research done on 

monozygotic and dizygotic twins show that monozygotic twins are more often both affected 

by the disorder than dizygotic twins are. Siblings to children with ADHD have about twice 

the risk of developing the disorder. Parents to children with ADHD often show signs of the 

disorder themselves; they might prove to have short attention spans themselves or they often 

fallen behind in school. Approximately 3-7% of school-aged children are or can be diagnosed 

with ADHD. It is thought that the use of alcohol, drugs, and nicotine during pregnancy have 

an influence on the disorder. Children with ADHD often have parents with with alcohol use 

disorders and antisocial personality disorders. Malfunctions at the level of neurotransmitters 

in the brain are thought to be closely related to the disorders. Evidence comes mostly from 

results in medicine use; children with ADHD who have taken stimulants which support the 

adrenergic and dopaminergic systems seem to improve. However, there is no evidence that 

ADD or ADHD is caused by a single malfunctioning neurotransmitter. Moreover, stimulants 

do not seem to have the same effect on all ADHD children, but only in 70% of the cases. This 

would lead one to think that the other 30% of ADHD children might be suffering from some 

kind of subtype of the disorder, or that they suffer from another disorder altogether. In some 

cases, children might be misdiagnosed and do not suffer from any disorder at all. Future 

research will have to look into the matter in more detail. Finally, another possible cause of or 

influence on the disorders is the child’s environment. Stressful surroundings in which children 

are emotionally deprived or in which the family has been unsettled can contribute to the onset 

and progression of the disorder.   
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 Though the disorder is usually present in infancy, most children do not get diagnosed 

before they attend primary school. Most infants with ADHD are very active in their crib, sleep 

very little and cry frequently. Sometimes the opposite is found; the infant will sleep a lot and 

be calm and limp. In other children with ADHD, the age of onset is roughly three years of 

age. An ADHD toddler is characterised by a kind of clumsiness: though they are very active 

and move about almost constantly, they often fall and hurt themselves. Most difficulties and 

impairments occur as soon as the child attends primary school. In a social environment when 

the child is expected to remain seated and follow instructions, it becomes evident when a 

child has problems doing so. In most cases, the child’s intelligence levels are age appropriate. 

However, feelings of inadequacy might interfere with academic performance. Most children 

with ADHD realise they act and feel different from other children. They often irritate other 

children, for instance, by distracting them from their work, interfering with their work or 

accidentally hurting them. Children with ADHD often show an emotional lability in mood 

swings, i.e. they start laughing or crying easily and sometimes without proper cause. In 

addition, pressure and irritation from adults often pose an additional strain. As a result, 

ADHD children often deal with negative self-images, which affects both behaviour and 

(academic) performance. According to Kaplan et al., the most common characteristics of 

children with ADHD are, in order of frequency:  

hyperactivity,  

perceptual motor impairment,  

emotional lability,  

general coordination deficit,  

disorders of attention (short attention span, distractibility, perseveration, failure to finish 

things, inattention, poor concentration), 

impulsivity (action before thought, abrupt shifts in activity, lack of organisation, jumping in 

class),  

disorders of memory and thinking,  

specific learning disabilities,  

disorders of speech and hearing, 

equivocal neurological signs, 

EEG irregularities.  

 In addition, about 75% of children diagnosed ADHD show aggressive or defiant 

behaviour. The children’s inattentiveness, distractibility, and sometimes communication 

difficulties, result in problems in school (behaviour) and learning (Kaplan et al., 1066).  
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 Diagnosing a child with ADD or ADHD is not a clear cut job. First, the definitions 

must be made clear. In clinical psychiatry, ‘overactive’ is a term used when a child moves 

about excessively. By contrast, ‘hyperactivity’ is the term used when the child is pervasively 

overactive. This overactivity is not simply restricted to movements and results in 

inattentiveness, impulsivity and restlessness. The difficulty lies in the classification of 

hyperactivity. Some regard overactivity or hyperactivity as a feature of other behavioural 

disorders. Moreover, overactivity is not always present and may surface in different social 

settings. For instance, a child might be hyperactive at home but behave well at school and 

vice versa. A decision should then be made whether the allegedly abnormal overactive 

behaviour is consistent enough to be regarded as a disorder on its own or as a feature of 

another disorder. In some cultures, overactive behaviour (talking loudly, using wild gestures 

while speaking, et cetera) is considered normal. However, ADHD is usually not restricted to 

the sole hyperactivity of a child (i.e., additional problems such as learning difficulties occur), 

which is exactly where they differ from normally developing “overactive” individuals.

 Second, there is the problem of comorbidity. Psychiatric disorders and learning 

difficulties are easier to tease apart than hyperactivity and abnormal antisocial behaviour 

found in Behaviour Disorder. One type of behaviour might negative influence another type of 

behaviour. Along with intelligence tests, parent and teacher questionnaires seem to present the 

clearest picture of the child. More importantly, these show whether or not the hyperactivity is 

pervasive in the child and poses problems in every domain of the child’s life (social, 

emotional, cognitive et cetera). The other symptoms such as restlessness, defiance, inattention 

and impulsiveness need to be examined separately, especially since in ADD where the child 

might not show any hyperactivity. For these children, the diagnosis is also based on an 

established observation that they cannot resist distraction, have difficulty following 

instructions because they have not heard what to do, tend not to finish a task, nor to be able to 

focus intensely on one task, to act on a command, or to do a job in any prescheduled way. To 

conclude, a diagnosis is made when several symptoms in both domains (inattentive and 

hyperactive/impulsive) are confirmed in the child for a Attention Deficit Disorder, and their 

symptoms pose significant problems for the child’s wellbeing. The symptoms must also be 

present for at least six months prior to testing the child and the age of onset must be younger 

than seven years of age. The full diagnostic criteria for ADHD by the APA can be found in 

Appendix I.   

 Most children with ADHD can benefit from pharmacological therapy. Among the 

most commonly used drugs are the CNS stimulants, such as methylphenidate (Ritalin). This 
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type of medication appears to be successful in ADHD children attending school: it helps them 

to concentrate on tasks and finish them and to remain seated as expected. Though the drug has 

few side effects, head aches and nausea are not uncommon. Ritalin needs to be taken very 

regularly: most children experience rebound effects once the drug wears off. They become 

irritable and hyperactive again, then become (too) slow once the drug is taken. As Ritalin is 

thought to suppress growth, most children stop taking the drug at home or during holidays in 

order to make up for that loss. In children with ADHD who also have depressive or anxiety 

disorders, antidepressants are used.  

 Next to pharmacotherapy, psychotherapy can be helpful. It helps the children 

understand their disorder and it teaches them how to cope with it in daily life. In addition, 

parents can benefit from group meetings with other parents of ADHD children for support and 

to exchange and discuss parenting techniques.  

 Today, popular opinion suggests that more and more children are diagnosed with 

ADHD. Children who were considered to be ‘challenging’ before now massively suffer from 

psychiatric disorders. In other words, some people perceive that children who used to just 

need to exhaust themselves a little more than other children during the day, are now all 

diagnosed with having a disorder. However, it is not that simple. First, recent research has 

given more insight into childhood disorders. With a better understanding of the disorders, 

their symptoms and manifestations, individuals who were thought to be behind or hindered in 

their development are now ‘recognised’ for what they are. It might feel as if a weight is lifted 

from their shoulders; their struggles have a name now, and they can do research, seek help or 

support from others suffering from the same condition. Second, the features of childhood 

disorders have become more and more known among society. In other words, parents 

recognise symptoms earlier than they did say fifty years ago. More importantly, the ‘taboo’ of 

having a disordered child is slowly disappearing. Parents feel the threshold of going to their 

general practitioner with doubts about their child is lower today. Especially those parents who 

have experienced difficulties in their own childhood might be extra aware of the symptoms in 

their children.  
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Disruptive Behaviour Disorders 

 

Disruptive Behaviour Disorders are subdivided into three disorders: Oppositional Defiant 

Disorder (ODD), Conduct Disorder (CD) and Disruptive Behaviour Disorder Not Otherwise 

Specified (DBD-NOS). First, a description of ODD is given.  

 A child diagnosed with ODD shows an “enduring pattern of negativistic, hostile and 

defiant behaviours in the absence of serious violations of social norms or the rights of others” 

from an early age (usually eight years of age) onwards. (Kaplan et al., 1069). In short, a child 

with ODD often refuses to comply with an adult’s wishes, significantly more so than other 

children of the same (mental) age. They have a negative attitude, often actively annoy other 

people and are persistently stubborn. Most children with ODD have very few friends and do 

not seem to get any satisfaction from friendships or relationships with adults. Some children 

might show aggressive behaviour. The defiant behaviour must be present for at least six 

months before a diagnosis can be made. In the DSM-IV, only four symptoms are required for 

diagnosis. Some believe that ODD is the result of a normal oppositional period described 

below but in which the child was never ‘corrected’ by the parents or other adults. For 

instance, a toddler having a temper tantrum because a wish is not granted by the parents, 

forcing the parents to give in to the wish after all, might have learned that having a temper 

tantrum is the way to get the parents’ attention and gets the child what they want. 

Behaviourists claim that the prolonging of this normal period is ‘learned’ or ‘reinforced’ 

behaviour (Kaplan et al., 1069). Essentially, defiant behaviour is normal in humans. However, 

children diagnosed with ODD display inappropriate behaviour daily and this behaviour poses 

significant problems for the child in any social environment. More importantly, their parents 

often feel frustrated and sad because of the stigma that comes along with the child’s 

behaviour: they feel society will blame them and think of them as bad parents. ODD is a 

disorder that is present in every group in society, and is not, despite popular opinion, solely 

restricted to ‘antisocial’ families. 

 During the first year of a child’s life, a healthy sense of ‘forming one’s own will’ 

develops. Especially between 18 and 24 months of age, also called the ‘terrible twos’, 

children exert their own autonomy and identity. This becomes apparent in everyday life: the 

child wants to do things on its own, for example feed and clothe itself. Obviously, this type of 

behaviour can lead to desperation in the parents because, the child is simply too young to be 

walking the streets without holding the mother’s hand, leading to potentially dangerous 

situations. Fortunately, most children overcome this period of opposing the will of others and 
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become compliant with their parents again. However, in some children an abnormality in this 

behaviour develops. Oppositional behaviour continues long after other children of the same 

mental age have ‘moved on’ to the next developmental stage. Children whose parents are 

often themselves in need of power and control are likely to prolong the struggle. In infants, 

the attempt to establish a self-determined ego might lead to the need to be overdependent on 

the mother. In childhood, other factors such as environmental traumata, illness and mental 

retardation may play a great role in the development of ODD. The frustration of being 

constantly dependent on others might trigger strong opposition to authority.  

 Children with ODD may show a variety of the following symptoms: they often lose 

their temper and argue with adults, they often actively defy or refuse to comply with adults’ 

requests or rules, they often deliberately do things to annoy others and often blame others for 

their own behaviour or mistakes. Moreover, they are often angry and resentful and are easily 

annoyed by others (Kaplan et al., 1069, 1070). They often have low elf-esteem, suffer from 

depressive moods and seem to become frustrated rather easily. Typically, the age of onset of 

this disorder is eight years of age, when most normally developing children know the 

difference between correct and incorrect or inappropriate behaviour. Some children show 

signs of the disorder as young as three years of age. Though the disorder is more prevalent in 

boys, girls tend to catch up with boys after puberty. It should be noted however, that after 

puberty most girls are diagnosed with ODD, while most boys are diagnosed with Conduct 

Disorder (CD), discussed in the next section. Usually, the disorder does not surface in every 

domain of the child’s life. For instance, the child may display heavy oppositional behaviour in 

the home environment, but behave normally in school. The majority of children with ODD 

show normal intelligence levels, but very often they fall behind in school. This is mostly due 

to the fact that they refuse to comply with the teacher, follow up on demands or participate in 

group work. For most children with ODD, the disorder manifests itself when they are around 

familiar adults and peers. Children with ODD are able to modify their behaviour accordingly, 

for example in situations with strangers.  

 The children’s ability to adjust in unfamiliar situations makes it hard to diagnose them. 

Usually, in situations where clinical assessment takes place, children with ODD behave 

perfectly. Moreover, they very often justify their behaviour and blame their surroundings. No 

pathological instrument exists to test ODD in children. However, a diagnosis can made on the 

basis of the criteria by the DSM-IV and accounts of the child’s daily life, via clinician-child 

interviews, parent interviews, parent and teacher questionnaires and observed play. Though 

the DSM provides clear guidelines, the criteria for ODD are somewhat vague, and no child 
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will ever meet all the criteria. More importantly, the DSM does not seem to take into account 

the general development of children. It might be useful to introduce a sixth axis on which the 

child’s developmental phase can be put. The full diagnostic criteria for ODD by the APA can 

be found in Appendix I.  

 It is important to note that a child cannot be diagnosed with ODD when it meets 

criteria for Conduct Disorder, and when the child displays the symptoms only during a mood 

disorder or a psychotic disorder. In addition, a child might show signs of ODD after a 

traumatic event, for instance the death of a family member or the separation of the parents. In 

such cases, the diagnosis should be an adjustment disorder. Children with ADHD often show 

a comorbidity with ODD. In such cases, clinical assessment should outweigh both disorders 

and determine which one is most severe. However, unlike in ADHD, a small percentage of 

children with ODD ‘overcome’ the disorder, and not show any signs of it when re-evaluated 

several years later. Nevertheless, children with ODD are at higher risk to develop Conduct 

Disorder, alcohol and drug use disorders and mood disorders.  

 Treatment for ODD is fairly straight to the point. Strict upbringings or spankings have 

proven to have no effect. In fact, spanking children will only teach them to fear discipline, or 

fear their parents. As parents function as role models for their children, is it not wise to have 

them spank their children. The only message the child will receive is that it is accepted to hit 

others. Spanking only has a short-term effect. Like in ADHD, praising a child for good 

behaviour appears to have a better effect than punishing them for bad behaviour. In clinical 

settings, the child usually receives individual counseling or group therapy. In therapy, 

children start from scratch with their counselor, i.e., they relive the feelings of defensiveness 

they portrayed years ago. However, in a situation where is no struggle for power like there is 

with the parents, the child can relax and reflect on its own behaviour. The first objective in 

therapy is to restore the child’s self confidence, the second is the development of a new 

relationship with the parents. It is important for the child to understand the difference between 

independence and constant opposition. Once the child has learned that he or she itself is an 

individual with needs and wants, it can begin to understand that defying authority figures is 

not always necessary in order to preserve their own identity.  

 In addition to therapy for the child, group therapy is useful for the parents. Actually, 

treatment for ODD is primarily focused on the parents. They are taught how to deal with their 

child’s disorder, how to ignore unwanted behaviour and how to praise the child when it 

displays socially accepted behaviour. Most importantly, the focus in these meetings lie on the 

discouragement of undesired behaviour, so that the child learns that throwing temper tantrums 
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fail to reach the child’s goal. Parents are guided in the process of setting rules and boundaries 

and are helped keeping those boundaries. As was said before, most parents of children with 

ODD have power and control issues themselves, making it difficult at times to change rigid 

family behavioural patterns.  

 In contrast to the symptoms of ADHD, the symptoms of ODD are still more a 

description of various features. Each individual displays defiant behaviour in their lives; it is 

absolutely normal. However, in children with ODD, these daily patterns of behaviour make 

life hard on both the child itself and its surroundings. Again, one could argue that acceptable 

and unacceptable behaviour varies between different cultures. What is polite or socially 

accepted in one culture is considered rude and inappropriate in another. Also, societies’ 

expectations may play a role. In western societies, children are expected to behave ‘normally’, 

in accordance with to society’s norms and values. There is a certain kind of pressure from 

society, forcing everybody to look and act the same. One could imagine that in the wilds of 

Africa or in strict Muslim societies, children have no opportunity to progress in a possible 

disorder; either their upbringings are rather free or very strict. However, cross-cultural 

differences will not be discussed in this thesis.  
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Conduct Disorder 

 

Second in the subdivision of Disruptive Behaviour Disorders is Conduct Disorder (CD). 

Similar to ODD, CD manifests itself through undesired social behaviour. However, in CD the 

behaviour is of a more severe kind, in which the rights of others and rules are violated. The 

symptoms of CD range from mild (bullying or causing minor harm to others) to severe 

(setting fires, engaging in physical fights or forcing others into sexual activity). Again, three 

subdivisions can be made in CD: a group type, solitary aggressive type and undifferentiated 

type. The DSM-IV adds two more divisions: a childhood-onset type and a adolescent-onset 

type. In the latter form, the problems did not surface before the child reached the age of ten 

years.  

 Several factors might have their influence on CD. No single factor is thought to be the 

sole cause and in most children; a variety of factors are present. Though broken homes or 

absent parents do not cause CD in most children, children with CD often have such 

backgrounds in which the parents are divorced and living conditions change very frequently. 

Psychiatric problems in the parents and alcohol and drug use disorders in the parents, as well 

as child (sexual) abuse, neglect, and emotional deprivation often lead to CD. Parents to 

children with CD often had troublesome childhoods of their own. Longitudinal studies 

investigating temperament have shown the negative correlation between a CD child’s needs 

and emotions and the parents ability to act on those needs, thus showing poor child-rearing 

skills. Sociocultural factors are believed to play some part in the development of CD as well. 

Children who are unable to move forward in life (for example through education), who come 

from deprived backgrounds and who are unable to achieve a desired status are thought to be 

forced into displaying unwanted and sometimes delinquent behaviour to compensate for their 

poor circumstances. Psychological factors suggest that children copy the behaviour they learn 

from their parents. Children whose parents are hostile, violent, angry and/or frequently 

changing are prone to disregard social expectations and are often unable to maintain healthy 

equal relationships. CD often coexist with ADHD, suggesting there might be some 

neurological influence (malfunctioning of certain neurotransmitters) on the disorder. CD is 

more common in children whose parents have alcohol and drug use disorders and whose 

parents have psychiatric problems such as Antisocial Personality Disorder.  

 To some extent, CD is normal in childhood and adolescence. Especially during 

puberty, children become defiant towards their parents and teachers. Some revert to typical 

adolescent behaviour: staying out late, hanging around with their friends, performing worse at 
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school and becoming sexually active. However, when the behaviour becomes severely 

disturbing to others and the behaviour lasts for six months or longer, the child might suffer 

from CD. Again, the disorder is mostly found in boys, boy-girl ratios varying from 4 to 1 to 

an astounding 12 to 1. In the childhood-onset type, age of onset must be less than 10 years of 

age. Like in ODD, an eight-year-old child should know the difference between right and 

wrong, and should know it is wrong to break into other people’s houses. In the adolescent-

onset type, no signs of the disorder should have been displayed before 10 years of age. Age of 

onset is usually younger in boys (10-12 years of age) than in girls (14-16 years of age), but it 

should be noted that CD is a process which slowly develops over the years. Symptoms might 

become more severe as the child grows older. The aggressive behaviour acted out by CD 

children might vary in form and frequency. Most children show symptoms of the following: 

bullying (especially those who are younger and more vulnerable), physical aggression, cruelty 

to peers, boasting, persistent lying, frequent truancy, vandalism, narcissism, hostility, 

disinterest in others, verbal abusiveness and impudent, defiant and negativistic attitudes 

towards adults (Kaplan et al., 1073). Unlike children diagnosed with ODD, who tend to 

justify their behaviour towards others, children with CD make no such attempt. Moreover, the 

child does not seem to get any satisfaction from its own behaviour. Most children start early 

in their use of tobacco, alcohol and other substances. In addition, they tend to have sexual 

relationships very early, despite of the fact that they hardly form any social attachments. 

Some children seek out to befriend much older or much younger persons and those 

relationships are mostly superficial. They are increasingly egocentric and do not usually do 

things for others unless there is something in it for themselves, showing hardly any empathy 

for others. They have low self-esteem, are highly frustrated, uncooperative in therapy and 

suicidal thoughts and acts are not uncommon. Most children with CD were born out of 

unwanted or unplanned pregnancies. Punishment only seems to aggravate their dissatisfaction 

and seems to have very little positive effect. Delinquency is not uncommon, but it is uncertain 

whether this is solely due to CD or some other, additional psychiatric impairments.  

 There is no single tool to assess and diagnose a child with CD. Like in ODD, extensive 

interviews with parents and child, as well as background information on family, medical 

history and academic performances are needed. Most importantly, the symptoms must be 

evidently present for at least six months before evaluating the child. Diagnosing a child with 

CD is a difficult task. In both ODD and CD, the diagnostic criteria are vague: more extensive 

research is needed in the future. The diagnostic criteria for CD can be found in Appendix I.  
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 As far as treatment is concerned, most children with CD seem to benefit from 

multimodality treatment programs, which cover every aspect of the child’s life (parents, 

school, the child itself). Though children diagnosed with mild CD and no additional disorders 

have the most fortunate prospects, the disorder is usually not cured. CD is a chronic disorder 

that calls for a stable and rule-governed environment. Like in ODD, parents must be made 

aware of different parenting techniques. When parents themselves suffer from psychiatric 

impairments or when the family is uprooted, family counseling is recommended. In some 

severe cases, the child needs to be taken out of the home environment. This may be because 

the child’s problems are too severe for the parents to cope with, or because the home 

environment is too unstable for the child to put what it has learned in therapy into practice. In 

addition, individual psychotherapy for the child is useful. The sooner the child starts therapy 

the better. In some cases, antidepressants or antipsychotics are distributed and they prove 

useful.  

 Obviously, a five-year-old child does not force others into sexual activity or break into 

other people’s houses. In young children, bullying or cruelty to animals might be a strong 

indicator for the development of CD. As they attend school, they might start physical fights 

and set fires. Usually, children who show signs of CD at a very early age display a number of 

symptoms at once and their prognoses is poor. Though children with mild or severe forms of 

CD have a greater risk of developing additional disorders such as mood disorders, alcohol and 

drug use disorders and are therefore prone to a life of potential criminality, the correlation 

between CD and imprisonment has not been proven.  
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Disruptive Behaviour Disorder – Not Otherwise Specified 

 

Disruptive Behaviour Disorder- NOS is the term used when a child shows specific symptoms 

of Behavioural Disorders, but not enough to reach any diagnosis. For example, a child might 

bully other children in school and be defiant to the parents, but these symptoms are not 

displayed daily and may have long intervals. In addition, the age of onset might not coincide 

with the age of onset as depicted by the criteria in the DSM-IV. Nonetheless, these children 

differ from normally developing children: their impairment is noticeable (or they would not 

have been examined by clinicians) but not severe enough to be diagnosed. Sometimes, the 

symptoms weaken or disappear over time. In other cases, if proper intervention does not take 

place, these children are at risk of developing a Disruptive Behaviour Disorder.  

 

 

 

Parent-Child Relational Problems 

 

Parent-Child Relational Problems are usually reported on Axis IV. However in some cases, 

the problem is severe enough to be the focus of clinical attention. The problem is then 

considered to be the sole cause of the child’s problems. When this happens, the diagnosis is 

moved from Axis IV to Axis I. Conditions such as Parent-Child Relational Problems can 

occur in three ways: 1) the individual has no mental disorder and the problem becomes the 

main focus of treatment, 2) the individual has a mental disorder that cannot be linked to the 

problem or 3) the individual has a mental disorder that can be linked to the problem, but the 

problem is not severe enough to receive specific clinical attention. In this thesis, the Parent-

Child Relational Problems were of the first way nature.  

 In Parent-Child Relational Problems, there is a pattern of interaction between parent(s) 

and child that is malfunctioning. Examples of this malfunctioning are impaired 

communication between parent(s) and child, overprotectiveness of the parent(s) or inadequate 

discipline (American Psychiatric Association, 737). The problems that arise pose significant 

complications in the family’s functioning. In addition, they might contribute to individual 

problems or disorders in the parent(s) or in the child. Usually, the child’s problems are 

restricted to their homes and their close family life.  

 Parent-Child Relational Problems can be hard to distinguish from other problems and 

again, the criteria are rather vague. As clear guidelines are missing, one clinician might set the 

diagnosis Parent-Child Relational Problems while the other might not. In any case, the child 
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and its family are closely supervised after examination: usually, some form of help is offered 

to the parents at home. For example, a social worker might pay a number of visits to the house 

to advise the parents how to interact with their child and how to maintain a healthy, fulfilling 

family life.  
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Chapter 2 

 

Language Development in Children with Psychiatric Impairment 

 

Blankenstijn and Scheper 

 

Introduction 

 

In their 2003 thesis, Blankenstijn and Scheper (B&S) do extensive research in the language 

development in children with a psychiatric impairment, as opposed to the language 

development in normally developing children. They claim that psychiatric disorders are very 

likely to have a negative influence on the acquisition and production of language. First, they 

provide background information on the classification of language and psychiatric 

impairments. As B&S point out, the more precise a diagnostic tool is, the more detailed a 

disorder can be described and the higher the co-occurance rates between language and 

psychiatric impairments are. The DSM-IV gives a comprehensible view of mental disorders, 

and additional tests such as intelligence tests and parental interviews and checklists enhance 

that profile. Children diagnosed with a psychiatric impairment or disorder are called PI-

children. Next, B&S say they follow the view that language impaired children (LI-children) 

can show deficits and/or delays in the comprehension or production in any of the language 

subdomains: phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics. Similar to 

psychiatric disorders, language disorders can change over time in severity or manifestations. 

B&S point out that they do not include phonological problems in their thesis but stress the 

fact that further investigation regarding this topic are needed.  

 Second, B&S state that a large group of children with emotional/behavioural disorders 

have been found to show language impairments. However, co-occurrence rates between 

psychiatric and language impairment deviate tremendously among different studies. Some 

studies report a co-occurrence rate of 37% psychiatric disordered children with a language 

impairment, while others report figures such as 89%. On average, children with a psychiatric 

disorder have a high prevalence (46% to 59%) of also developing language disorders. B&S 

highlight a number of studies which have attempted to investigate the comorbidity of 

psychiatric and language impairment. Though the problems are not limited to childhood and 

seem to be present in adolescence and adulthood as well, B&S focus on the occurrence in 

children up to age twelve years. They explicitly ignore studies done on children with Autism 

Disorder, since a language impairment is a criterion for being diagnosed with that disorder. 

Though B&S report on studies investigating psychiatric impairment in language impaired 
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children and vice versa, in this thesis, the emphasis is on language impairment in PI-children. 

For reasons of time, only the background information B&S provide on those studies is given 

here.  

 Said studies have examined children selected from psychiatric clinics or mental health 

services. Unfortunately, these studies had some caveats that cannot be overlooked. Also, B&S 

only highlight the outcomes and do not elaborate on the experimental methods. The co-

occurrence rates of language impairment in psychiatrically impaired children differ 

dramatically again: a study by Chess and Rosenberg (1974) gave a comorbidity rate of 24% in 

563 PI-children aged 2;0 to 16;0. However, some of these children were mentally retarded 

and some were brought up in a multilingual environment. Though the occurrence rates were 

low, this might have negatively influenced the investigation. Other studies report higher co-

occurrences: 77% in a study by Gualtieri, Koriath, van Bourgondien and Saleeby (1983) and 

59% in a study by Love and Thompson (1988). Nevertheless, these studies also included 

mentally retarded and multilingual children. In addition, the study by Gualtieri et al., included 

children with age inappropriate low intelligence levels (below 80, mean age 9;4). A Dutch 

study by van Leeuwen et al. (1988) correctly excluded autistic, mentally retarded and 

multilingual children and showed a co-occurrence rate of 60% language impairment in 71 PI-

children. Unfortunately, the definition of a language impairment was not clear. Two pilot 

studies used for B&S’s study (Kolthoff, 1989; Ran and Smits, 1990) were among the first to 

use language tests (Taaltest voor Kinderen (TvK); Van Bon and Hoekstra, 1982) and a 

spontaneous language procedure analysis (STAP) (Van Den Dungen and Verbeek, 1994). In 

addition, these studies also provided background information on the specific psychiatric 

impairments in their PI-children. The results of these pilot studies showed that the PI-children 

were either more impaired in the field of morphology/syntax or in the field of 

semantics/pragmatics. However, the subject samples used in these experiments were too small 

to draw any general conclusions.  Recent studies by Cohen et al. in 2000 have found no 

differences between type of disorder and language impairment, i.e., a child diagnosed with 

ADHD does not display a different language pattern than a child diagnosed with ODD does, 

nor do these patterns differ in severity.  

 B&S conclude by stating that, though studies confirm high co-occurrence rates (46% 

to 86%), the ways of assessing both psychiatric disorder and language impairment differ 

tremendously among the studies. No correlation between type of psychiatric disorder and 

nature of language impairment has been found.  
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Subjects 

 

In their own project, B&S seek out to examine morphology/syntax and semantics/pragmatics 

in children with a psychiatric disorder (n = 120). These children had been diagnosed with a 

psychiatric disorder and were undergoing treatment at an Academic Clinic for Youth and 

Child Psychiatry. Age ranged from 4;0 to 10;0 years, all children were monolingual speakers 

of Dutch and suffered no hearing loss. In addition, intelligence levels were > 70 and the 

children displayed no other severe disabilities. However, in the selection of children from the 

Academic Clinic for Youth and Child Psychiatry (n = 110), only very few children were 4;0 

years old. For that reason, 10 four-year-old children were recruited from a Medical Day-Care 

Centre. These children were also diagnosed with having a psychiatric disorder and were 

receiving special education. Both the Academic Clinic for Youth and Child Psychiatry and the 

Medical Day-Care Centre were in the west urban region of the Netherlands, and social 

backgrounds of the children differed from high to low. In addition to the participation criteria 

for the children mentioned above, the children were selected for their ability to carry out 

research tasks.  

 Data was collected from children attending the Clinic and the Medical Day-Care 

Centre over a period of six years. During this period, more children participated in testing, 

bringing the total number up to 180. However, 60 of these children had to be excluded from 

the study: 13 children were diagnosed with Autism Disorder, 3 children appeared to be 

bilingual, 4 children had intelligence scores of < 70, in 9 children data were missing and one 

child’s language was unintelligible. The 120 PI-children that remained were put into different 

age groups: 20 children per age group. In total, the groups consisted of 33 girls and 87 boys, 

which confirmed the 25% girls versus 75% boys ratio found in the literature.  

 All children were tested for intelligence using the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 

Children (WISC) (Wechsler, 1949). The four-year-olds from the Medical Day-Care Centre 

were tested using the Raven’s intelligence test (Raven, Court and Raven, 1986). Out of 120 

PI-children, the intelligence data of five children were missing. Mean scores for intelligence 

among the age groups showed that intelligence levels were normal. However, a little less than 

half of the 115 PI-children had IQ scores classified as “low normal functioning (IQ 85 to 99) 

(n = 44; 38%) or borderline intellectual functioning (IQ 71 to 84) (n = 7 IQ <80; n = 3 IQ 80 

to 84; 9%)” (B&S, 43).  
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Five children with an IQ <80 were diagnosed with PDD-NOS
1
. Next to intelligence tests, all 

children from the Academic Clinic for Youth and Child Psychiatry were assessed for 

psychiatric disorders using the DSM third edition – text revised. The children attending the 

Medical Day-Care Centre were evaluated using the ICD-10 classification for mental and 

behavioural disorders (WHO, 1992). In addition, all children were tested using the Diagnostic 

Interview Schedule for Children-Child version (DISC-C), which is used in epidemiological 

studies in children and adolescents (B&S, 44). The psychiatric disorders that were found 

within the clinical group were internalising disorders such as Depression and Anxiety 

Disorders (n = 41) and externalising behavioural disorders such as ADHD and ODD (n = 32). 

Disorders such as PDD-NOS, in which children might show both internalising as 

externalising symptoms, were found in 25 children. Interestingly, in the 22 remaining 

children, no diagnosis was made. The classifications obtained through the ICD-10 tests were 

made to correspond with the DSM-III test results. B&S found that children diagnosed with 

PDD-NOS had the lowest IQ scores compared to the other PI-children.  

 Finally, Children’s Global Assessment Scale (CGAS) scores were measured in 105 of 

the 120 PI-children (data from 15 children were missing). They were used to receive an 

overall view of the children’s performances in school and at home. B&S point out that in the 

Netherlands, the CGAS is the only diagnostic tool that can give a reliable overview of the 

severity of a psychiatric disorder (B&S 45). Thirty-five of the 120 PI-children had a CGAS 

score of 1, which meant that their disorder was so severe, they needed immediate treatment or 

even hospitalisation. Forty-one of the 120 PI-children showed moderate symptoms (CGAS 2), 

meaning they showed impairments at home and at school. These children needed ambulatory 

treatment. The remaining 29 children scored 3 on the CGAS, indicating they did not need 

immediate treatment. Their difficulties in school and social functioning were minor compared 

to the other two groups of children.  

 Before testing the children, the parents were given a Parental Checklist developed by 

Blankenstijn and Scheper in 1993. This easy-to-use checklist is concerned with the children’s 

background in auditory abilities, communication, language and articulation. One open 

question was added in case parents wanted to provide the authors with additional information 

in the area of language development. B&S admit the parental checklist does not include any 

questions on language intervention and/or therapy, while it is known that some of the older 

                                                 
1
 Pervasive Developmental Disorder – Not Otherwise Specified. Children who are diagnosed with this disorder 

show symptoms of pervasive disorders such as Autism or Asperger’s Syndrome, but do not meet the criteria to 

be diagnosed for these disorders fully. See the description of Disruptive Behaviour Disorder – Not Otherwise 

Specified in Chapter 1.  
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PI-children received language therapy in school. Of only 18 children parents did not fill in the 

parental checklist. The results of the parental checklist showed that parents of 49 of the 120 

PI-children considered their children language impaired before they attended a clinic.  

 All 120 PI-children were tested for language ability using the Taaltest voor Kinderen 

(TvK; Van Bon and Hoekstra, 1982), a standardised test for children aged 4;0 to 10;0 years. 

The TvK is subdivided into five subtests in two domains: receptive (1, 2 and 3) and 

expressive language (4 and 5). Also, in both domains word level and sentence level are 

examined separately. All areas of interest, namely those of morphology, syntax, semantics 

and pragmatics are assessed using this test. The results show that in receptive language 

subtests on word level, 17 of the 120 PI-children have an impairment in producing a correct 

lexical choice (matching a word with a picture). Not only do they match the wrong word with 

the wrong picture, but they do not seem to understand the meaning of most words. Again, 17 

out of 120 PI-children show a disorder in receptive language subtests on sentence level, 

meaning they have significant trouble identifying a grammatically correct sentence in Dutch. 

The third receptive language test combines the first two. Results show that no PI-child had 

deviating scores on all three subtests combined. However, 10 children showed deviating 

scores on any combination of two of the three subtests and 24 children showed a deviant score 

on only one subtests. This indicates that 34 out of 120 PI-children have a receptive language 

disorder on word and sentence level. Only a very small percentage of children (8 in total) 

have problems naming pictures, indicating impairments that might be linked to relatively 

small vocabularies. Eighteen of the PI-children had problems constructing and/or producing 

sentences. Only six children deviated on both productive subtests, but 13 deviated on one. In 

sum, 16% of the 120 PI-children has an impairment on word and sentence level in semantics 

and morphology/syntax.  

 Next is the group of normally developing children (N-children). These children were 

taken from two different populations: 75 N-children were taken from a study by Roelofs 

(1998) and 240 N-children were taken from the STAP population by Van Den Dungen and 

Verbeek. The children from the Roelofs data, 42 girls and 33 boys, were selected and put into 

two different age groups. One group ranged from 4;0 to 4;6 years and the other ranged from 

8;0 to 8;6 years. Subjects were taken from three participating schools in the west urban region 

of the Netherlands. Socio-Economic Status (SES) for these children ranged from low to 

middle. All children were monolingual speakers of Dutch with no apparent educational, social 

or psychological disabilities. Like the PI-children, they were able to carry out research tasks. 

Children with a known language delay and/or social-cognitive problems were excluded from 
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testing. Permission from the parents was needed before the children could participate in the 

study. The 240 N-children from the STAP population, after having passed selection criteria 

similar to those from the Roelofs data.  

 

Procedure 

 

Spontaneous speech samples were taken from every child by having a semi-structured 

interview with them and by having them tell a narrative. B&S made the conscious decision of 

using this particular method to get a clear picture of the child’s language use and difficulties. 

In addition, it provides the authors with an idea of how the child manages language discourse 

in everyday life. As it is unclear which of the two methods (narrative or interview) poses 

children for greater problems, the authors decided to include both. 

 The narrative was elicited by having the child tell a story with the help of the well-

known picture book “Frog, where are you?” (Mayer, 1969). The experimenter would sit 

down with the child and explain the procedure to them. While explaining, the experimenter 

would point at the pictures to make sure the child would understand completely. The children 

were ask to flip through the book and look at the pictures before they started telling the story. 

Then, they were asked to tell the story to the experimenter whilst looking at the pictures. Once 

the child started telling their story, the experimenter would prompt as little as possible. 

Neutral prompts were nods, silence and an occasional ‘yes’ or ‘no’. In some children, it was 

necessary to prompt regularly, asking questions like ‘what happened next?’.  

 Next, the children were interviewed by an unfamiliar experimenter using the STAP 

procedure. This procedure allows the experimenter and the child to have a conversation about 

topics outside the here-and-now: topics such as everyday family life, school, hobbies, 

holidays, friends et cetera. Topics such as books, television programmes and computer games 

are avoided, as these topics are usually difficult for young children to talk about (Roelofs, 

1998). Both the narrative and the interview were accumulated during one-hour sessions, 

during which each child was audio- and videotaped. As one experimenter handled the camera, 

the other would sit opposite the child.  

 The data were transcribed using various instruments: the Child Language Data 

Exchange System (CHILDES) for (non)linguistic data from the video. The CHILDES project 

is a live database with spontaneous speech samples taken from a great variety of children 

from different languages. Scientists and linguists can add their samples and contribute to 

research. CHILDES offers researchers some substantial benefits: transcriptions of speech 
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samples come ‘ready made’, saving (small) research teams quite some time and energy on 

collecting and processing data. Because of the large span in ages of the children, longitudinal 

studies are possible. The speech samples were obtained from children in different situations, 

for instance when telling a narrative or when being interviewed. From 1984 onwards, the 

people behind CHILDES developed the Codes for the Human Analysis of Transcripts 

(CHAT) for notation conventions. In this manner, all the speech samples are transcribed and 

noted in exactly the same way. In addition to CHILDES and CHAT, B&S used the STAP 

procedure for the transcription and segmentation of the data. The STAP procedure was 

developed by van Ierland, Van Den Dungen and Verbeek in 1994 and is an instrument to 

transcribe and process spontaneous speech data from children aged 4 to 7;11 years. Next, the 

authors developed several different models of analysis, comparing the PI-children to the N-

children in the areas of morphology/syntax and semantics/pragmatics. Morphology/syntax 

was divided into two main parts: grammaticality (lexical) and complexity (functional). Within 

these categories, lexical (nouns, verbs et cetera) and functional categories (determiners et 

cetera) are identified, compared, classified, and evaluated according to a flow-chart by 

Roelofs (1996, 1998). Semantics/pragmatics was subdivided into three parts: structure (turn 

taking, episodes), function (speech acts and form) and content (topic management, coherence 

and cohesion) (B&S, 51, 52).  

 Language errors were partly analysed using the STAP procedure and partly analysed 

using a flow-chart by Roelofs (1996, 1998). This analysis was made out of four steps. In the 

first step, the error is identified. The next example of a grammatical error (subject-verb 

agreement and gender error in Dutch) by a PI-child aged 5;9 years, is taken from B&S’s study 

(B&S, 66). First, the child’s utterance is given. Second, a literal and a proper English 

translation is given. Lastly, the same is done for Dutch.  

Child:  Wij maakt zo een soort trippeltje die zo naar beneden ken. 

  We-make-a-kind-of-<new lexical form>-that-downwards-can. 

  (We is making a kind of <new lexical form>-that goes downwards) 

Paraphrasis: Wij <maken> zo een soort <trippeltje> <dat> zo naar beneden kan. 

  We-make-a-kind-of-<new lexical form>-that-downwards-can. 

  (We are making a kind of <new lexical form> that goes downwards) 

   

Next, the error is compared to the target (adult) language. Classification of the error is done in 

step three. Grammatical and ungrammatical utterances are ‘scored’ using the STAP 

procedure. By following steps and filling out ready-made forms, the researchers simply ticks 

the number of times the child has made a certain error of a certain type. The type of error 

increases in severity as the steps continue. So, the researcher starts out by giving the global 
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analysis of the child’s speech on sheets one and two. When the variables addressed on these 

sheets have an SD of <1 (which the researcher can see as soon as he or she fills out and 

connects the dots in a graph provided by STAP), the researcher needs to proceed to the next 

step to analyse the errors more closely. However, the STAP procedure regards every 

grammatical error as equally deviant. B&S point out that, though some errors are rare, they 

might be more severe than others. For instance, a child might omit obligatory constituents and 

might make errors in personal pronouns, saying him instead of her for example. Obviously, 

the first grammatical error is more severe than the latter. In addition, an LI status should not 

be given on the basis of just one or two subvariables. Therefore, errors were also judged using 

the model of morphology/syntax by Scheper (1996). Moreover, when the PI-children’s 

semantic/pragmatic errors were assessed using STAP, they had a 100% score in 

semantic/pragmatic disorder. B&S point out the difficulties they found using the STAP 

procedure. For example, B&S mention a case in which one severe semantic/pragmatic error 

labels an four- to eight-year-old semantically/pragmatically impaired (B&S, 54). As a result, 

B&S relied on a semantic/pragmatic analysis model by Roelofs (1996, 1998). Finally, step 

four is the evaluation of the error.  

 Statistical analyses of variance were done using ANOVA’s, MANOVA’s and 

ANCOVA’s and some additional tests. Significant F-values were calculated using the 

Kruskal-Wallis test. Finally, a Factor analysis followed by a Varimax rotation (Gorsuch 1983; 

Van den Brink and Koele, 1987) was done to account for differences between correct and 

incorrect language use (B&S 56).  

 All in all, B&S formulate a number of research questions which they hope to answer 

in their thesis. For reasons of time and essence, only the research questions relevant for this 

thesis will be discussed. First, B&S aim to investigate to which extent PI-children have 

difficulties with grammatical form and complexity with respect to morphology/syntax. The 

second and last research questions is an extend or an exploration of research question one: 

which categories in grammatical and complex forms (lexical and functional) pose the PI-

children with most problems?  

 

Results 

 

The conclusions drawn on the PI-children’s ability to produce grammatical utterances in 

general (also called T-units) was astonishing: 82% of the PI-children produced significantly 

(p = .000) more ungrammatical T-units (i.e., units containing errors such as subject-verb 
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agreement errors, gender errors, word order errors et cetera) than their normally developing 

counterparts who had a mean 2,3%. The total number of ungrammatical T-units was taken as 

a measurement for ungrammaticality. When the total number of grammatical errors was 

taken, the PI-children showed an even higher score: 91% of them made more errors than the 

N-children (2,3%). Only 18% of the PI-children scored in the same range as the N-children 

with respect to grammaticality. On top of that, only 9% of the PI-children showed similar 

scores compared to the N-children in the production of grammatical errors. More importantly, 

the oldest PI-children performed worse than the youngest N-children with respect to 

ungrammatical T-units and grammatical errors. Interestingly, it seems that in PI-children, 

clusters of errors (multiple errors of different categories, lexical or functional, within one T-

unit) appear. Within a single T-unit, rates of seven to ten grammatical errors such as the ones 

described above were found in PI-children. The N-children did not show nearly as many 

errors in a single utterance.  

 In the ability to realise lexical categories such as verbs, nouns, and adjectives, PI-

children produce twice as many errors than N-children do (4% to 9% as opposed to 2% to 

4%). PI-children more often omit obligatory syntactic information, such as verbs, nouns, 

pronouns, prepositions and adverbials. Some PI-children omitted lexical verbs more than 

other PI-children, suggesting they are only able to talk rather statically about life and are 

unable to speak in such a way that enhances discourse. However, though the PI-children 

performed significantly worse, B&S found that the N-children did not use more lexical verbs 

as age progressed. Returning to the PI-children, it was observed that they omit more subjects 

and objects than N-children do, omissions that cannot be explained by discourse topic drop. 

B&S found that PI-children that the obligatory object of a verb in post-verbal position is 

omitted regularly, suggesting that PI-children’s lexicon is limited. These findings are similar 

to findings by Schaerlaekens and Goorhuis-Bouwer in 2000, who investigated 

morphology/syntax in Dutch LI children. In addition to the lexical difficulties, the PI-children 

displayed deficiencies in producing necessary prepositions to link verbs to arguments and 

adjunct nominals. They also produce less adverbial categories in comparison to the N-

children. This means that not only the main and most important elements of a sentence are 

difficult to PI-children, but the ‘lesser’ elements pose them with problems as well. Contrary to 

the findings on realising grammatical utterances, the oldest PI-children showed similar scores 

to the youngest N-children, indicating a delay rather than a deficit.  

 With respect to the ability to realise correct lexical categories, PI-children again have 

the disadvantage. They use wrong prepositions and adverbials (especially those of Time), and 
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their word order is significantly impaired compared to the N-children. However, the balance 

between the PI-children is off. The oldest PI-children again resembled the youngest N-

children, but a large group among the PI-children showed twice as many errors, mainly in 

preposition selection and word order. Again, the PI-children show a delay rather than a 

deficit.  

 In tense and agreement marking (subject-verb and determiner-noun), the PI-children 

surprisingly showed no deviating patterns from the N-children. The PI-children did not appear 

to have any problems with inflectional morphology in past tense marking. Instead of using 

inflection, they mostly switched to the present tense form. However, a significant correlation 

was found in tense errors between main clauses in discourse, in other words, they shift from 

present tense to past tense much quicker and much more often than the N-children do. 

Sometimes, given the context of discourse, this is a significant error. Admittedly, these 

problems do not suggest that PI-children are delayed in their acquisition of tense, and 

difficulty maintaining coherence in discourse belongs to the semantic/pragmatic areas. The 

PI-children make significantly more errors in subject-verb agreement, but these are limited to 

those of person and number. This suggests a delay in singular-plural use. In the case of 

determiner-noun agreement, PI-children omit them often and make many errors. It seems as if 

Dutch PI-children have trouble “integrating semantic/pragmatic organisation rules into a 

morphological/syntactic paradigm for determiner-noun agreement relations” (B&S, 171). 

However, the data indicates that Dutch PI-children follow the same acquisition pattern for 

determiner-noun agreement as the normally developing children. PI-children show a delay in 

applying the correct grammatical rules.  

 Finally, with respect to complexity, PI-children appear to produce less complex 

sentences than N-children do. Overall, the PI-children’s Mean Length of Utterance (MLU) 

was slightly shorter than the ones obtained from the normal controls. B&S point out that the 

children’s utterances might be negatively influenced by the delays and deficits mentioned 

above. PI-children use relatively more split verbs and copulas compared to the N-children. 

Nevertheless, the PI-children did not differ in their use of conjunctions and embedded clause 

constructions. The low MLU and Mean Length of Five Longest Utterances (MLUL) was not 

due to the inability to correctly insert or produce clauses, but to the difficulties in using 

transitive verbs. However, in conjunction reduced clauses, PI-children produced significantly 

more errors. The same holds for embedded clauses. Though the PI-children produced as many 

of these constructions as the N-children did, they made more errors. The authors claim that 

these difficulties are derived from the PI-children’s inability to produce hierarchically linked 
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clauses. This might be due to a deficit in processing. Furthermore, PI-children tend to use 

semantically ‘light’ verbs, such as light split verbs and copulas. Though they are able to 

produce ‘complex’ verbs such as transitive verbs, it seems they seek refuge in using light 

verbs as they are less demanding in use: light verbs do not always take obligatory objects and 

if they do, they are easier to produce. All in all, PI-children make twice as many errors than 

N-children in connectivity and transitivity. Again, the oldest PI-children behave similarly to 

the youngest N-children.  

 

Conclusion and Discussion  

 

To conclude, B&S state a number of difficulties they have come across in their study. First, 

they say that the group samples are rather large in comparison to other similar studies and 

individual variation is great between children in the same group. Nevertheless, the large 

sample size has enabled B&S to show strong correlations between psychiatric impairment and 

language impairment. This clears the path for future research in narratives as an indicator for 

L1 delays and deficits.  

 The N-children showed a great variety in language abilities, but the PI-children 

showed an even greater variety in both language ability and disability. However, B&S 

underline a very important question: how can researchers be sure a language impairment is 

not due to, or the cause of, a psychiatric impairment? This extremely interesting ‘chicken or 

the egg’ dilemma needs thorough research in future. Furthermore, they state that longitudinal 

studies are desired to examine the development of language and/or psychiatric impairment in 

children.  

 Despite the fact that B&S show a strong comorbidity of language impairment in 

psychiatrically impaired children, there are a couple of caveats in their study. First, B&S have 

not tested their N-children on intelligence levels or functioning: the only criteria for this is 

that they have no “overt” difficulties in these areas and that they attend regular schools. By 

the same token, the children in the STAP population were not tested for intelligence. Though 

this has obviously not influenced B&S’s hypotheses and results, it is a matter that should be 

looked into in the future. Second, B&S’s boy-girl ratio is imbalanced: there are more girls 

than boys in the N-group (42 girls and 33 boys) and more boys than girls in the PI-group (33 

girls and 87 boys). In this manner, B&S are comparing the strongest of the strongest to the 

weakest of the weakest, as it is known that girls have an advantage over boys when it comes 

to language and communication. Furthermore, they provide no information on the children’s 
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socioeconomic backgrounds. The children from the STAP population were deliberately 

recruited from low, middle and high social environments, but B&S do not mention this.  

 Also, individual data from the STAP procedure are no longer available, leading B&S 

to have to make extrapolate decisions on individual N-children’s development. This is a 

caveat for future research.  

 Finally, the STAP instrument, however concise, is not always easy to work with. 

Transcribing the data according to the STAP method is not only time-consuming, but difficult 

at times as well. For instance, according to STAP, elliptic answers (yes/ no answers, direct 

answers to questions which, though they lack subject-verb agreement, are not ungrammatical) 

and so-called “Free Utterances” are judged separately. In fact, when proceeding with the 

steps, the elliptic answers are not taken into account. However, these elliptic answers may 

very well contain important linguistic information. Moreover, only the child’s first 50 free 

utterances are assessed. The authors of STAP state that a ten minute interview with a child is 

enough to ‘extract’ 50 free utterances from them: when an experimenter feels there is not 

enough data yet, they can prolong the interview. But in the case of an intalkative child, it can 

take the experimenter quite some time to get to 50 free utterances. Generally, children need to 

be ‘warmed up’ to the game or interview: they might be shy and uncommunicative at the 

beginning, but gradually feel more at ease and speak more. By this time, the experimenter 

might have already reached his/her 50-free-utterances-target and so, potentially more valuable 

data is not taken into account. Next, the child’s ‘global records’ are noted, such as MLU and 

dysfluency. According to the STAP instrument, whenever a child produces a word or a 

sentence and then changes the sentence, this is considered dysfluent. As a rule this seems 

valid, but in the STAP procedure only a small amount of dysfluent sentences have great 

consequences, as was already indicated by B&S. A person who is drunk or very sleepy can be 

dysfluent: this is not to say that person has a language impairment.  

 Moreover, the STAP procedure is a step-by-step instrument. Though this is fairly 

comprehensible to a researcher, the rules appear to be somewhat vague at times. After each 

step, the researcher counts the total number of items stated by that step on a answer sheet. 

Depending on whether these scores are significant (as depicted by the STAP manual) the 

researchers moves on to the next step. However, scores that are insignificant in one language 

area do not predict accuracy scores of any other kind in other language areas.  

 Finally, the printed version of the STAP manual as published by the University of 

Amsterdam appears to lack punctuation marks, leading to confusing attempts to decipher 

coding rules. For example, in one of the steps, the total number of predicates is counted. The 
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STAP manual tells the researcher to note every omitted predicate as ‘1’, and every additional 

predicate in a sentence as ‘+1’, ‘+2’ et cetera. However, since the hyphen had disappeared in 

printing (i.e., the manual should have read –1 for omitted predicates), scoring forms could 

read no omitted predicates for some children but too many additional predicates.  

 In conclusion, the STAP instrument is a highly useful though rather laborious 

procedure in transcribing and assessing children’s speech. As B&S used ready-made 

transcriptions from the STAP population, this did not pose a problem for them. However, in 

re-enacting their experiment using new N-children, using the STAP procedure is a challenge.  
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Chapter 3 

The Relationship between Child Behaviour Disorders and first language acquisition  

Is there a correlation? 

 

Introduction 

 

The present study is a pilot study based primarily on B&S’s earlier work. It aims to examine 

language in children with a psychiatric impairment (PI-children, N = 4) in comparison to 

normally developing children (N-children, N = 4). In contrast to B&S’s study, the children in 

the present study were not interviewed to obtain speech samples. Instead, they were presented 

with a psychological instrument called the Attachment Story Completion Task (ASCT). The 

clinicians at the Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry of the Universitair Medisch 

Centrum Utrecht who are working with the ASCT wondered whether the child’s language use 

during an ASCT could serve as an indicator for psychiatric disorders. As B&S’s findings on 

these matters are clear and informative, a desire to examine language on a smaller scale was 

expressed. First, an account of the ASCT is given.  

 The Attachment Story Completion Task (ASCT) was developed by several members 

of the MacArthur Network. It is used at the Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry 

as an additional test next to intelligence tests and other psychological tests for children. The 

ASCT is a set of story stems: beginnings of stories on themes such as getting lost or hurt, 

being excluded from company, witness a parental argument et cetera. A clinician gives a child 

a story stem and then invites the child to finish the story, by both narration and act-out with 

props. The themes of the stories are known to be difficult for psychiatrically impaired children 

to address and discuss, especially children with Autism Disorder2. During the 1980s, 

researchers found that children’s stories on both everyday life events or made up situations 

provided interesting insight into children’s minds. Children’s representations of emotions, 

morals and social situations proved to be underestimated and unexamined in tests throughout 

the years. Main et al. (1985) found that children who are safely attached to their parents or 

other primary caretakers are able to speak freely about their emotions. In the early nineties, 

Bretherton & Ridgeway and Emde & Buchsbaum had simultaneously developed a series of 

story stems concerning moral emotions, rules and prohibitions. In these story stems, children 

were confronted with conflicting loyalties, such as friends to a protagonist who refuse to play 

with the protagonist’s siblings. Contrary to earlier instruments, these story stems were meant 

                                                 
2
 Children with Autism Disorder are known to have great difficulties understanding other people’s emotions and 

beliefs, due to delays and/or deficits in their socio-emotional development.  
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to be acted out with props instead of pictures. Props have an advantage over pictures as 

pictures can sometimes be difficult for small children to fully understand. In the meantime, 

Oppenheim had independently developed some story stems that included not only separation-

reunion situations with the parents, but other distressing events for children. Bretherton & 

Ridgeway, Emde & Buchsbaum and Oppenheim decided to combine their work and develop 

one story stem battery: the MacArthur Story Stem Battery (MSSB). The ASCT is part of the 

MSSB.  

 The hypothesis for both story stem batteries, is that children who are unsafely or 

insecurely attached to primary caretakers show deviating patterns from safely attached 

children in their response to the story stems. For instance, a child might completely ignore the 

social problem given in the story stem and make ‘everything right again’. In other cases, the 

child will become uncooperative and refuse to finish the story, or narrate a incoherent, violent 

or fantasy story. Normally developing children are expected to solve the problems in the 

stories without any apparent troubles, for instance by having the adult figure help them. They 

have no difficulty expressing their emotions. Admittedly, each individual child may respond 

differently to the stories and there are no standard reactions.  

 In the present study, the ASCT was only used as an instrument to obtain speech 

samples from the participating children. Though the differences between the PI-children and 

the N-children became evident during testing, the psychological consequences of the test are 

not relevant for this study and will not be taken into account. That is to say, the ASCT is only 

used as an additional test and is not conclusive on mental disorders like some intelligence 

tests are. The PI-children had been though extensive testing before participating in the ASCT 

and though the outcomes were taken into consideration when diagnosing, the diagnoses were 

made after the tests and parental interviews mentioned in chapter 1. Speech samples were 

transcribed orthographically and investigated for the study’s main points of interest. These 

eleven variables are based on those used in the STAP procedure, selected to best reflect the 

children’s language. Afterwards, the results were computed for significance using SPSS for 

Windows.  
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Subjects 

  

Between January and June 2008, sixteen children attended the Department of Child and 

Adolescent Psychiatry of the Universitair Medisch Centrum (UMC) in Utrecht, the 

Netherlands, for psychiatric evaluation. Though more children visited the Department within 

these six months, these particular children were tested using a new psychological instrument 

in addition to standard testing: the Attachment Story Completion Task (ASCT). These 

children, 11 boys and 5 girls, ranged in age between 4;0 and 10;0 years. For most children, 

this was their first visit to the Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry. A small 

number of children had attended the Department or a similar clinic before, at a younger age. 

In most of these cases, the clinicians had not come to any diagnoses yet.  

 All sixteen children were seen by psychologists and underwent standard testing: 

intelligence was tested using the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children Third Edition 

(WISC-III, Wechsler 2000) or the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence – 

Revised (WPPSI-R, Wechsler 1989). Both intelligence tests are designed by Wechsler, who is 

considered a pioneer in the field of child intelligence tests. The first publication of the WISC 

test dates back to 1949 and the work has been used worldwide since. The WISC-III aims to 

test intelligence in children between the ages of 6 and 16, by administering thirteen subtests in 

the areas of Verbal Comprehension (giving definitions of words, answer questions on social 

and practical matters), Perceptual Reasoning (giving similarities, do matching exercises et 

cetera), Working Memory (repeating sequences of digits, picture completion) and Processing 

Speed Index (identifying symbols or complete puzzles within a time limit). The WPPSI-III 

was derived from the first WISC version and aims to test even younger children: between the 

ages of 3 and 7. In the WPPSI, the subtests are modified to relate to the children’s (mental) 

age. Furthermore, some children are additionally tested for attention and memory using the 

Amsterdamse Neuropsychologische Taken (‘Amsterdam Neuropsychological Tasks’, ANT, 

1985), which contains 33 similar tasks on focused and divided attention, working memory, 

and psychomotor functions among other tests.  

 In addition, parental and teacher checklists, namely the Child Behavior Checklist 

(CBCL) by Achenbach (2007) were used to gain more insight in the children’s behaviour and 

performance at home and at school over the past six months. The CBCL is considered to be a 

highly trustworthy instrument by the clinicians at the Department of Child and Adolescent 

Psychiatry. The parent version of the CBCL consists of 138 questions: 20 are on the child’s 

competence at home, at school and in other social environments. The other 118 questions are 
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on specific behaviour and emotional features and are ‘scored’ on a scale of 0 (not true for this 

child) to 2 (very true for this child). For example, item 17 reads: “daydreams or gets lost in 

his/her thoughts” (Aseba, 2007). Parents might judge that their child never seems to be lost in 

their thoughts and circle 0. When they feel that their child is sometimes lost in their thoughts 

or daydreaming, regarding this ‘average’ or ‘normal’, they might circle 1. In case the parents 

think their child is very often away in their thoughts, they might circle 2. Some of the items 

are DSM based. The results of the CBCLs are computed using Aseba software, namely 

Asessment Data Manager (ADM). Examples of ADM graphs of parent CBCLs can be found 

in Appendix II.  

 The ASCTs were performed at the Department in two-way mirror rooms equipped 

with cameras. During testing, the children were taped on DVD and the footage was later 

transcribed. As testing of the control group children gradually began, the children that visited 

the Department during and after that period were not considered to be aspirant subjects for 

this study.  

 The normally developing control children (N-children) were recruited from colleagues 

and friends of dr. Dietz. Twelve children ranging between the ages of 4;0 to 9;11 years were 

tested using the ASCT in their homes. Parents of the control group children were asked for 

permission via a letter approximately two weeks before testing, an example of such a letter 

can be found in Appendix III. 

  The children were filmed using a portable camera, the footage of which was later 

transferred to DVD discs and transcribed in the same manner as the ASCTs in the clinical 

group were. While the children were being tested, parents were asked to fill in a CBCL 

regarding their child’s behaviour in the past six months. The results of these parental 

checklists indicated that one of the control group children showed significant signs of 

Depression Disorder, and that child was excluded from the experiment for that reason. 

Another child’s CBCL showed that the child was at risk of developing a similar disorder. 

Eventually, when the number of subjects was adjusted, that child was also excluded from the 

study. One child displayed uncooperative behaviour during testing and testing was stopped 

prematurely. In another child, the tape inside the camera turned out to be full in the middle of 

testing. Both these children were excluded from the experiment.  

 The use of the portable camera posed another problem: the quality of the recorded 

sound turned out to be extremely poor. In most of the eight remaining cases this meant that 

the child was unintelligible on DVD, which made transcription extremely hard. For this 

reason and because of deadlines approaching, the number of subjects was cut down to four, 
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ranging in the age of 4;0 to 8;0. Four children from the PI-group were selected to match the 

control group children in gender and age so a group comparison could be made. Two pairs of 

boys (age 4 and 7 years) and two pairs of girls (age 5 and 6 years) were made. All eight 

children were monolingual speakers of Dutch, with no apparent hearing disabilities.   

 For three of the four PI-children, this was their first visit to a psychiatric clinic. One 

child had visited a clinic before because of possible problems caused by somatic troubles. 

Since there was too little improvement in her functioning and her somatic problems continued 

to exist, she was referred to the Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry by the 

Wilhelmina Kinderziekenhuis Utrecht (‘Wilhelmina Children’s Hospital Utrecht’ WKZ). The 

four PI-children were selected to match the N-children in both age and gender, but another 

important selection criterion was the kind of clinical disorder with which they were 

diagnosed. Children with Pervasive Developmental Disorders were deliberately ignored in the 

selection process, for reasons stated in chapter 2. The PI-children had the following Axis I 

diagnoses: ADHD combined type, ADD in combination with a Pervasive Developmental 

Disorder – Not Otherwise Specified, Disruptive Behaviour – Not Otherwise Specified in 

combination with a Parent-Child Relational Problem, and Parent-Child Relational Problem. 

One PI-child attended special education for her speech (articulatory) problems. However, the 

teachers judged these problems had been overcome at the time of testing. Intelligence levels 

were normal and age-appropriate.  

 The four N-children were not tested for intelligence using standard intelligence tests. 

Children were excluded from the experiment when CBCL scores showed poor performance in 

school, or when other CBCL scores indicated problems. In fact, CBCLs were carefully 

checked for circled ‘2s’ and if they occurred, it was judged whether they posed problems for 

inclusion. For example, a circled 2 for “thumb-sucking” is obviously less serious than “runs 

away from home” (Aseba, 2007).  

 All children lived in the province of Utrecht, situated in the middle of the Netherlands. 

Socioeconomic status ranged between middle and high. 
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Materials and Procedure 

 

Materials for the ASCT are mainly props. The translated Story Stems are provided by the 

Nederlands Psychoanalytisch Instituut (NPI, 2006). The props consist of Lego dolls and a 

variety of animals. The only condition for these props is that they can stand upright rather 

firmly, which is why the MacArthur Network advises to use Lego dolls. Next to a mother and 

a father, the experimenter will need three boys and three girls: one to play the protagonist’s 

role, another to play the sibling’s role and a final doll to play the protagonist’s friend. In 

addition, animals and furniture are used. Each story stem requires a different set of props, as 

indicated by the Story Stem manual.  

 When performing the ASCT, the experimenter and the child sit at a child-sized square 

table, preferably in a 90 degree angle from each other (i.e., next to each other). The camera 

should be set up in front of the table at horizon level (when the experimenter and the child are 

seated) and in such a way, that its range easily covers both the experimenter and the child. It 

is important the camera shows the child and what is happening on the table: if the view is 

blocked, for instance because the camera is set to film the child from the side or from behind, 

transcribing can be difficult. Some children speak softly or play with the props more during 

narration, so a full view can contribute to transcription. The box of props is in between the 

experimenter and the child, so that both can reach it easily.  

 After the experimenter and the child have chatted for a little while, the experimenter 

explains the procedure by saying: 

‘You and me are going to play a storytelling game together. We are going to tell stories to 

each other. But these stories are special, because I’m going to start each story and you will get 

to finish them just the way you want. You can tell me and show me using the toys. There are 

nine stories in total. So I will start a story and then I’ll ask you to finish the story, ok?’  

When the procedure is clear to the child, the experimenter takes the protagonist out of the box 

of props. The protagonist is always the same sex as the child, so that the child can identify 

with the protagonist. Siblings and friends are also of the same sex. Next, the experimenter will 

ask the child to name the protagonist but it has to be a name unfamiliar to the child. In other 

words, the protagonist needs a name that is not also the name of the child’s mother or best 

friend: this is to avoid association with any familiar individual. When the child has trouble 

coming up with a new name (a difficulty not uncommon in young children), the experimenter 

might help the child by suggesting some simple names such as John or Mary. Finally, the 
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protagonist’s sibling is named in the same manner and later on in the stories the protagonist’s 

friend is too.  

 The experimenter starts the first story and moves each doll or animal when it says 

something. When the stem of the story is completed, the experimenter will ask the child: ‘can 

you tell me and show me how the story continues?’ and move their hand away from the props. 

For example, in the first story, the family is seated on the sofa. The experimenter moves the 

protagonist off of the sofa and says:  

‘One day, the whole family was sitting on the sofa. (protagonist’s name) was going for a walk 

[moves the doll]…he/she walked far away…outside of the house…we cannot see him/her 

anymore. But, listen [makes crying noises whilst moving the protagonist]! Can you tell me 

and show me how the story continues?’ 

 When the child continues the story, the experimenter will repeat the child’s utterances 

from time to time, paraphrasing occasionally, to guide the child through the stories. Repeating 

the child might help the child to stay focused on the task and it might remind them of the 

storyline. It is important for the experimenter to repeat the child quite literally: this has proven 

to be useful in transcription, especially when a child speaks rather softly. When an utterance is 

unintelligible, the experimenter need simply ask the child to repeat itself. It is essential to 

praise and encourage the child during narration: the experimenter might say something like 

‘what a great story!’ or ‘well done!’. However, some children might tell stories that are not 

very pleasant or violent. The experimenter needs to avoid interpreting the stories at this time 

and remain neutral. When the experimenter feels a little uncomfortable during or after a 

child’s story, they might round it off by saying ‘you are a very good storyteller’, thus not 

judging the content of the story. Stories are completed by the experimenter asking the child ‘is 

this the end of your story?’ and then praising the child for completing the task.  

 Some children might feel shy or will have a little trouble picking up on a story. The 

Story Stems have fixed guidelines for prompting: the number of ‘allowed’ prompts become 

less as the stories progress. For example, during the first story, the experimenter might use 

prompts such as ‘what happened to the boy/girl?’, ‘he/she is crying, can you tell me what 

happens next?’ or ‘did someone notice the boy/girl went outside?’. But in the last couple of 

stories, the experimenter is not allowed to prompt in such obvious ways but ‘what happens 

next?’. The ability to pick up on the social problem given in the story stem and to continue a 

story (coherency, turn-taking abilities, emotional representations in the stories) is an important 

feature in psychology: the ways of prompting were not of great relevance to this study. The 

children were not required to produce any particular kind of linguistic structures, as the 
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procedure elicits spontaneous speech. In this manner, the experimenter is free to ask for 

clarification from the child at any time, for instance when a child acts out an event without 

telling what is happening. These ‘unofficial’ prompts are not counted. When the child is 

intalkative (answering with yes or no only, or producing very limited sentences and thus 

extremely short stories), the experimenter needs to rely on own judgements on whether or not 

to move on to another story. By the same token, some children appear to be ‘unstoppable’ 

once they continue a story. In this manner, the story will go on and on, leading to incoherency 

in most cases. The experimenter can stop the child by asking ‘is this the end of your story?’ 

during intervals or by saying ‘we are moving on to the next story now, ok?’.  

 During the procedure, the experimenter should encourage the child to help clear up the 

props after each story and should involve the child into getting new props out of the box. 

Most children get excited when they see the props in the box and some will want to play with 

the props straightaway. In other cases, they will come up with a story that requires a doll or an 

animal that is still in the box and not used in the story. It is important that the experimenter 

makes the child only play with the props displayed on the table, by saying ‘you can leave the 

elephant in the box if you please, it will get to come out in the next story’, or ‘we will only 

use the dolls on the table for now’. When the experimenter knows that a particular desired 

doll or animal will not be playing a role in the stories to come, they can suggest the child can 

play with the props after the test is over. On average, performing the ASCT lasts between 30 

and 45 minutes, completely depending on how much time it takes the child to produce a story. 

 After testing, the child and the experimenter clear away the props together, unless the 

child wants to play with them some more. With a little chat, they round the procedure off. The 

control group children in this study were presented with a little gift after testing, to thank them 

for their participation and cooperation.  
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Design 

  

Based on the variables in the STAP procedure, eleven independent variables were selected 

and set up to reflect the most important linguistic features. These eleven independent 

variables were of a ‘within-subject’ nature; all subjects were tested under the same conditions 

using the same test. Moreover, the children were not randomly assigned to a group but 

catergorised according to a possible psychiatric disorder. Independent variables such as age 

were not controlled: the four N-children were carefully matched to four PI-children in both 

age and gender. Thus, teams of two four-year-old boys, two five-year-old girls, two six-year-

old girls and two seven-year-old boys were made. The eleven independent variables were as 

follows: 

 

1) total number of embedded clauses produced by each child; 

 

2) total number of different verbs used by each child; 

 

3) total number of adjectives used within Determiner Phrases (DPs) by each child; 

 

4) total number of correct subject-verb agreement by each child; 

 

5) total number of incorrect subject-verb agreement by each child; 

 

6) total number of errors in pronoun use by each child (i.e., personal pronouns such as him 

and her) 

 

7) total number of errors in case pronoun use by the child; 

 

8) total number of overregularisations or other incorrect forms of the past tense used by each 

child; 

 

9) total number of errors in article de and het use by each child; 

 

10) total number of prompts by the experimenter needed to help the child along in the story; 

 

11) total number of times the child was dysfluent, i.e., starting a sentence but not finishing it, 

or changing it halfway through.  

 

 

These variables were counted on the basis of the entire speech sample produced by each child. 

Next, the total numbers for each child were added to give a group sample. These group 

samples were then compared.  
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Results  

 

The overall results indicate no statistically significant differences (i.e., a difference greater 

than 2 Standard Deviations) in language use between PI-children and N-children, in contrast 

to the findings by B&S. However, some trends and tendencies were found that reflect B&S’s 

findings. The following graphs show all values as computed by SPSS for Windows starting 

with the groups’ statistics, which are later explained in more detail.   

 

Table 3.1  Group Statistics 
 

  group N Mean Std. Deviation 
Std. Error 
Mean 

N-children 4 48,0000 8,16497 4,08248 nrverbs 

PI-children 4 38,2500 10,17759 5,08879 

N-children 4 4,5000 1,91485 ,95743 nradjectives 

PI-children 4 1,5000 1,73205 ,86603 

N-children 4 ,0000 ,00000 ,00000 wrongarticle 

PI-children 4 ,7500 ,95743 ,47871 

N-children 4 3,5000 2,64575 1,32288 nrclauses 

PI-children  4 1,2500 ,95743 ,47871 

N-children 4 182,7500 62,88813 31,44406 subjectverbagre
ement PI-children 4 114,7500 81,49591 40,74795 

N-children 4 ,5000 ,57735 ,28868 incorrectsubject
verbagreement PI-children 4 3,0000 3,82971 1,91485 

N-children 4 ,2500 ,50000 ,25000 wrongpersonalp
ronoun PI-children 4 3,2500 3,40343 1,70171 

N-children 4 ,0000 ,00000 ,00000 wrongcasepron
oun PI-children 4 ,2500 ,50000 ,25000 

N-children 4 2,2500 3,86221 1,93111 wrongpasttense 

PI-children 4 2,2500 4,50000 2,25000 

N-children 4 15,5000 6,45497 3,22749 nrprompts 

PI-children 4 21,0000 10,86278 5,43139 

N-children 4 4,5000 2,38048 1,19024 nrdysfluency 

PI-children 4 2,2500 2,06155 1,03078 

 

 

In this section, the data of the positive variables and negative variables are discussed 

separately. In this manner, the difference in performance between the N-children and the PI-

children becomes evident.  

 First, the positive variables will be addressed. Positive variables are those variables 

such as number of verbs or correct subject-verb agreement, in which no errors made by the 

child were noted. A total of four of these positive variables have been examined by running a 

one-way ANOVA over the pooled data, comparing both groups. The ANOVA showed no 
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statistical significance of p <0.05 between groups. In addition, t-tests were run on the groups 

results. No statistical differences were found, confirming the ANOVAs outcome. Table 3.2 

shows the t-tests’ results: 

Table 3.2                                                        Independent Samples Test 
 

    

Levene's Test 
for Equality of 
Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

    F Sig. t df 

Sig. 
(2-

tailed) 
Mean 

Difference 
Std. Error 
Difference 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference 

                  Lower Upper 

nrverbs EV* 1,62 0,25 1,49 6,0
0 

0,19 9,75 6,52 -6,21 25,71 

  NEV*
* 

    1,49 5,7
3 

0,19 9,75 6,52 -6,40 25,90 

nradjectives EV 0,16 0,71 2,32 6,0
0 

0,06 3,00 1,29 -0,16 6,16 

  NEV     2,32 5,9
4 

0,06 3,00 1,29 -0,17 6,17 

wrongarticle EV 13,50 0,01 -1,57 6,0
0 

0,17 -0,75 0,48 -1,92 0,42 

  NEV     -1,57 3,0
0 

0,22 -0,75 0,48 -2,27 0,77 

nrclauses EV 3,41 0,11 1,60 6,0
0 

0,16 2,25 1,41 -1,19 5,69 

  NEV     1,60 3,7
7 

0,19 2,25 1,41 -1,75 6,25 

subject-verb 
agreement 

EV 1,75 0,23 1,32 6,0
0 

0,24 68,00 51,47 -57,94 193,94 

  NEV     1,32 5,6
4 

0,24 68,00 51,47 -59,93 195,93 

Incorrect 
subject-verb 
agreement 

EV 9,38 0,02 -1,29 6,0
0 

0,24 -2,50 1,94 -7,24 2,24 

  NEV     -1,29 3,1
4 

0,28 -2,50 1,94 -8,51 3,51 

Wrong 
personal 
pronoun 

EV 3,88 0,10 -1,74 6,0
0 

0,13 -3,00 1,72 -7,21 1,21 

  NEV     -1,74 3,1
3 

0,18 -3,00 1,72 -8,35 2,35 

Wrong case 
pronoun 

EV 9,00 0,02 -1,00 6,0
0 

0,36 -0,25 0,25 -0,86 0,36 

  NEV     -1,00 3,0
0 

0,39 -0,25 0,25 -1,05 0,55 

Wrong past 
tense 

EV 0,11 0,75 0,00 6,0
0 

1,00 0,00 2,97 -7,26 7,26 

  NEV     0,00 5,8
7 

1,00 0,00 2,97 -7,30 7,30 

nrprompts EV 1,63 0,25 -0,87 6,0
0 

0,42 -5,50 6,32 -20,96 9,96 

  NEV     -0,87 4,8
8 

0,43 -5,50 6,32 -21,86 10,86 

nrdysfluency EV 0,17 0,70 1,43 6,0
0 

0,20 2,25 1,57 -1,60 6,10 

  NEV     1,43 5,8
8 

0,20 2,25 1,57 -1,62 6,12 

* EV = Equal variances assumed, ** NEV = Equal variances not assumed 
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However, some trends were found when the results were looked into more closely. The 

following bar graph, Graph 3.3, shows the four positive variables as computed for group 

results. The horizontal axe labels the positive variables. The vertical axe shows the scores of 

correct use of these variables per group. Because there were no minimum or maximum scores, 

the graph indicates the scores of the N-children relative to the scores of the PI-children, the 

latter of which were set to 100%. N-child scores were calculated as a percentage of the 

matching PI-child's score, setting the latter to 100. For example, the PI-group score for mean 

number of verbs of 38.25 and the N-group score of 48.00 were therefore reinterpreted as 100 

and 125.49 (48 / 38.35 x 100) respectively.  

 

Graph 3.3: Group Comparison of Positive Variables 
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Graph 3.3 clearly indicates the N-children perform almost twice as well as the PI-children on 

all four positive variables. The total scores of all four variables combined, give percentages of 

864.75% for the N-group compared to the 400% of the PI-group. On the whole, the PI-

children do not appear to use less different verbs than their N counterparts. However,  

N-children use three times as many different adjectives and almost three times as many 

embedded clauses than the PI-children do. In addition, the N-children perform up to more 

than one and a half times as good on subject-verb agreement than do the PI-children.  

 Figure 3.4 shows the number of different verbs used per pair of children, i.e., an N-

child next to a PI-child. Interestingly, the N-child aged four used a lesser amount of different 

verbs than her PI-child counterpart, but this imbalance is completely turned around for the 

five-year-olds. The five-year-old N-child uses up to almost sixty different verbs, a figure that 
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is not even reached by the oldest subjects in the study. At ages six and seven, the number of 

different verbs appears to be static. The seven-year-old PI-child used less different verbs than 

the six-year-old PI peer. A closer look into Figure 3.4 gives more detailed information on the 

performance on number of verbs by each child. When percentages are calculated for each 

child at each age, the N-children appear to perform much better than the PI peers. When the 

scores for the PI-children are set to 100%, scoring a total of 400 over four children, the 

respective percentages of the N-children add up to 530,5%, indicating an overall better 

performance by the N-group. Out of the four pairs of children, the N-children in three pairs 

perform much better than the PI-children. Note that individual scores for both N and PI 

children can be found in Appendix IV. The N-children are indicated by .00 (blue) and the PI-

children are indicated by 1.00 (green): 

 

Figure 3.4: Main Number of Verbs 
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Figure 3.5 shows the number of adjectives produced by the two groups. As the number of 

used adjectives almost reached significance, it is interesting to look at this graph in more 

detail. On the whole, the N-children use more adjectives than the PI-children do, except for 

the five-year-olds. Though the five-year-old N-child produced more different verbs than any 

other child in this study, she uses the same number of different adjectives as her four-year-old 

N peer. The number of different adjectives shoots up from age six onwards for the N-children, 

while they drastically fall back for the PI-children. In fact, the seven-year-old PI-child used no 

adjectives. The six-year-old PI-child used just as many adjectives as did the four-year-old PI-

child.  

 

Figure 3.5: Main Number of Adjectives 
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In Figure 3.6, the number of correct subject-verb agreements is given. Though the results 

appear to be rather individualistic, there is something remarkable in the performance of the 

four-year-olds. While the four-year-old PI-child performs better at correct subject-verb 

agreement than his counterpart, the four-year-old N-child never makes any errors in subject-

verb agreement, while the PI-child does, as can be seen in Figure 3.7:  
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Figure 3.6: Main Correct Subject-Verb Agreement 
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Figure 3.7: Main Incorrect Subject-Verb Agreement 
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 In the next section, the negative variables are discussed. Like Graph 3.3., the following 

graph shows the group’s performance on variables such as number of wrong past tense usage, 

number of wrong personal pronoun usage et cetera. Again, the N-children appear to perform 

better than the PI-children, with the exception of wrong past tense usage: 

 

Graph 3. 8: Group Comparison of Negative Variables 
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When the PI-children score at 600%, the N-children reach a percentage of only 398.17%. This 

indicates that the PI-children perform more than one and a half times as bad as the N-children. 

Interestingly, the N-children needed to be prompted twice as much as the PI-children during 

testing. Moreover, the N-children used incorrect forms of the past tense just as many times as 

the PI-children did.  

 To conclude, a total score for each group was calculated by taking the scores for the 

positive variables and subtracting the scores for the negative variables. This yielded an overall 

score of 466.58% for the N-children, versus a score of -200% for the PI-children: a difference 

of 666.58%.    
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Discussion of the Results 

 

Unfortunately, but not completely unexpected, the data obtained from a pilot study of this 

kind was too small to reach any statistical significance in individuals. However, the results 

show trends and tendencies when groups are compared. This was due to a number of factors. 

First, the size of the PI group (and thus of the control group) depended on the number of 

children visiting the Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry at the UMC. Though 

sixteen children were tested with the ASCT in a six month period, only the speech samples of 

four of those children were used in the present study. This was the result of unforeseen trouble 

while testing the control group children, as mentioned in the Subjects section of this chapter: a 

number of children had to be excluded from the experiment, and in others the taping material 

was of such bad quality it made transcription nearly impossible. In the future, working with 

substantially larger clinical and control groups is desirable. Second, it would serve the study 

to have the children visit a facility equipped with the proper audio and video tools, instead of 

visiting them in their homes where a number of external influences (outside noise, distractions 

to the child et cetera) cannot be ruled out. More importantly, it would be most desirable to test 

larger groups of children over a more extensive period of time, as B&S have done. In this 

manner, more children can be tested, and exclusion can be made up for by bringing in extra 

subjects. As far as running the data is concerned, t-tests can produce somewhat misleading 

results when the samples are (too) small. Thus, the pilot study would never have reached any 

significant results. Admittedly, the results in the present study have only been processed by 

one t-test using SPSS software. On the other hand, the insignificance of the test’s outcome 

made further investigation rather pointless.  

 Despite the disappointing number of subjects, the data obtained do indicate some 

tendencies similar to the results obtained by B&S. On the whole, the N-children appeared to 

perform better than the PI-children on six out of eleven variables. Like in B&S’s study, the 

PI-children did not appear to have any difficulties constructing the past tense in Dutch: only 

one PI-child made quite some errors (nine in total). By the same token, the same PI-child 

produced most incorrect subject-verb agreements. As for complexity, the N-children used 

more embedded clauses in their sentences than the PI-children did. As B&S’s groups were 

extensively larger than the groups used in this study, it is very likely their Standard Deviations 

were smaller, which leads to statistically more significant results.  

 Similar to B&S method (interview and narrative), the ASCT leaves room for 

individual differences. This has its advantages and its disadvantages. An advantage of a 
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spontaneous speech procedure is that the children are free to speak and therefore are not 

manipulated into producing particular kinds of linguistic information. In this manner, the 

experimenters get a truthful picture of the child’s language use in everyday life. However, a 

disadvantage of using this method is that, especially in small groups of subjects, the 

individual differences cause great variety in the data. For instance, the seven-year-old PI-child 

never used any adjectives in the speech sample. This is not to say he never produces any 

adjectives whatsoever. In fact, the seven-year-old’s speech sample was rather limited: he was 

not intalkative but nevertheless produced extremely short stories.  

 That brings me on to the maximum number of utterances, or features to be detected in 

a subject’s speech. Since there is no limited number of features to be produced, one subject 

will always score better than another subject, simply because they produced more of a certain 

linguistic feature. Again, it takes larger testing groups to come up with a ‘normal’ average 

number of, say, number of different verbs used per age and per group. In this manner, similar 

to growth curves for infants at well baby-clinics, experimenters could establish whether a 

child’s language is at low, average or high level. 

 Finally, studies regarding this topic in future could be constructed as follows: first, it 

appears to be necessary to have larger clinical and control groups, say of 50 subjects each. To 

avoid any drawbacks in the testing procedure as the ones in the present study, it would be 

advisable to test all children under the same conditions in a test centre. When time allows it, 

more detailed use of the linguistic variables should be made: similar to the work of B&S. 

Essentially, experimenters could single out one of the variables and design a test situated 

around that variable. In the present study, it appeared that the use of adjectives tended to come 

close to a significant difference between N group and PI group. For instance, using a very 

colourful picture book for the children to base a narrative on could be sensible. Similar to the 

ASCT, this picture book could contain story stems to help the children on their way. The 

experimenters would design a picture book to which numerous adjectives can be applied, 

ranging from relatively easy ones ( such as ‘beautiful’ or ‘yellow’) to progressively more 

difficult ones (such as ‘important’ or ‘wild’). Before having the subjects tell a narrative, the 

experimenters might show how it is done and tell a little narrative themselves, using the book. 

During this story, they should be careful not to make use of too many adjectives to avoid a 

learning or mimicking effect. Alternatively, experimenters could show the subjects playing 

cards with cartoon figures on as a warm-up test. These playing cards would depict cases of 

big versus small, dark versus light et cetera. This warm-up test would be very useful for the 
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experimenters to tap into the children’s prior knowledge of adjectives, before proceeding with 

the test.  

 In the actual test, the subject can be asked to tell the narrative to a puppet, say a blind 

mole. The experimenter would tell the child that the mole cannot see, and will ask the child to 

describe the pictures as best as possible whilst telling the narrative. By the same token, the 

mole can ask the child for clarity by prompting the child: what does the man look like? Is it a 

big man? And so on. In the case of a child answering the mole’s questions with just a single 

response (i.e., ‘no’), the puppeteer can pretend the mole is also a little deaf, and will ask the 

child to clearly tell what the man in the picture looks like one more time. Studies such as these 

could concentrate on children age four to seven or eight, like the present study and the study 

by B&S have done.  

 In the end, the results from this pilot study indicate tendencies for PI-children to be 

delayed in their language acquisition. Though the results are not as conclusive as B&S’s 

results, they still display a pattern that is close to the findings of B&S. Nevertheless, there is 

still much room for improvement, as was pointed out in this concluding section.  
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Conclusion 

 

This thesis has attempted to present a thorough picture of the most prevalent mental disorders 

among children, in addition to tests concerning language development in psychiatrically 

impaired children. Psychiatric disorders such as ADHD and Disruptive Behaviour Disorders 

are reflected in this thesis by the children participating in its study. Essentially, this thesis has 

given an overview of the workings of the DSM, a classification system for mental disorders 

used in psychiatry worldwide. Though the shape and form of some of those mental disorders 

are not yet completely understood or recognised, scientists and psychologists are still 

conducting research to update and refine knowledge on these disorders on a daily basis. 

Despite this, children, adolescents and adults are diagnosed and treated according to DSM 

standards with much success.  

 After extensive work in gathering data, B&S have come with convincing results 

regarding psychiatrically impaired children’s delay in language acquisition. In trying to 

replicate B&S’s study, the present pilot study was designed. A total of eight children (four 

normally developing N-children and four psychiatrically impaired PI-children) were tested 

using the ASCT to elicit spontaneous speech. The ASCT is a psychological instrument which 

‘measures’ secure attachment of children to primary caretakers. By telling set stories on 

particular emotional or social problems, psychologists can judge whether or not a child has 

difficulties coping in everyday life. These speech samples were compared and group 

comparisons were made. Unfortunately, not statistical significance was found, which was 

most likely due to the limited size of the testing groups. A similar experiment using larger 

testing groups would be an interesting enterprise to engage in in the future.  
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Appendix I 

 

Diagnostic Criteria for Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder 

 

A. Either (1) or (2): 

 

(1) Inattention: six (or more) of the following symptoms of inattention have persisted for 

 at least six months to a degree that is maladaptive and inconsistent with developmental 

 level: 

 

a) often fails to give close attention to details or makes careless mistakes in schoolwork, 

 work or other activities 

b) often has difficulty sustaining attention in tasks or play activities 

c) often does not seem to listen when spoken to directly 

d) often does not follow through on instructions and fails to finish schoolwork, chores, or 

 duties in the workplace (not due to oppositional behavior or failure to understand 

 instructions) 

e) often has difficulties organizing tasks and activities 

f) often avoids, dislikes, or is reluctant to engage in tasks that require sustained mental 

 effort (such as schoolwork or homework) 

g) often loses things necessary for tasks or activities (e.g., school assignments, pencils, 

 books, or tools) 

h)  is often easily distracted by extraneous stimuli 

i) is often forgetful in daily activities 

 

(2) Hyperactivity-impulsivity: Six (or more) of the following symptoms of hyperactivity-

 impulsivity have persisted for at least six months to a degree that is maladaptive and 

 inconsistent with developmental level: 

 

 Hyperactivity 

 

a) often fidgets with hands or feet or squirms in seat 

b) often leaves seat in classroom or in other situations in which remaining seated is 

expected 

c) often runs about or climbs excessively in situations in which it is inappropriate (in 

adolescents or adults, may be limited to subjective feelings of restlessness) 

d) often has difficulty playing or engaging in leisure activities quietly 

e) is often “on the go” or often acts as if “driven by a motor” 

f) often talks excessively 

 

 Impulsivity 

 

g) often blurts out answers to questions before the questions have been completed 

h) often has difficulty awaiting turn 

i) often interrupts or intrudes on others (e.g., butts into conversations or games) 

 

B. Some hyperactive-impulsive or inattentive symptoms that caused impairment were 

present before age 7 years. 
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C. Some impairment from the symptoms is present in two or more settings (e.g., at school 

[or work] and at home) 

 

D. There must be clear evidence of clinically significant impairment in social, academic 

or occupational functioning 

 

E. The symptoms do not occur exclusively during the course of a pervasive 

developmental disorder, schizophrenia, or other psychotic disorder, and are not better 

accounted for by another mental disorder (e.g., mood disorder, anxiety disorder, dissociative 

disorder, or a personality disorder) 

 

Code based on type: 

 

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, combined type: if both criteria A1 and A2 are met 

for the past 6 months 

 

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, predominantly inattentive type: if criterion A1 is 

met but criterion A2 is not met for the past 6 months 

 

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, predominantly hyperactive-impulsive type: if 

criterion A2 is met but criterion A1 is not met for the past 6 months 

 

 
Source: American Psychiatric Association., Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders – Fourth 

Edition.  
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Diagnostic Criteria for Oppositional Defiant Disorder 

 

A.  A pattern of negativistic, hostile, and defiant behavior lasting at least six months, 

 during which (four) or more of the following are present: 

 

1) often loses temper 

2) often argues with adults  

3) often actively defies or refuses to comply with adults’ requests or rules 

4) often deliberately annoys people  

5) often blames others for his or her mistakes or misbehavior 

6) is often touchy or easily annoyed by others 

7) is often angry or resentful 

8) is often spiteful or vindictive 

 

Note: consider a criterion met only if the behavior occurs more frequently than is typically 

observed in individuals of comparable age and developmental level. 

 

B. The disturbance in behavior causes significant impairment in social, academic or 

 occupational functioning. 

 

C. The behaviors do not occur exclusively during the course of a psychotic or mood 

 disorder 

 

D. Criteria are not met for conduct disorder and, if individual is age 18 years or older, 

 criteria are not met for antisocial personality disorder. 

 
Source: American Psychiatric Association., Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders – Fourth 

Edition.  
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Diagnostic Criteria for Conduct Disorder 

 

A. A repetitive and persistent pattern of behavior in which either the basic rights of others 

or major age-appropriate societal norms or rules are violated, as manifested by the presence of 

three (or more) of the following criteria in the past 12 months, with at least one criterion 

present in the past 6 months: 

 

Aggression to people and animals 

 1) often bullies, threatens, or intimidates others 

 2) often initiates physical fights 

 3) has used a weapon that can cause serious physical harm to others (e.g., a bat, brick, 

broken bottle, knife, gun) 

 4) has been physically cruel to people 

 5) has been physically cruel to animals 

 6) has stolen while confronting a victim (e.g., mugging, purse snatching, extortion, 

armed robbery) 

 7) has forced someone into sexual activity 

 

Destruction of property 

 8) has deliberately engaged in fire setting with the intention of causing serious damage 

 9) has deliberately destroyed others’ property (other than by fire setting) 

 

Deceitfulness or theft 

 10) has broken into someone else’s house, building, or car 

 11) often lies to obtain goods or favors or to avoid obligations (i.e., “cons” others) 

 12) has stolen items of nontrivial value without confronting a victim (e.g., shoplifting, 

but without breaking and entering; forgery) 

 

Serious violations of rules 

 13) often stays out at night despite parental prohibitions, beginning before 13 years 

 14) has run away from home overnight at least twice while living in parental or 

parental surrogate home (or once without returning for a lengthy period) 

 15) often truant from school, beginning before age 13 years 

 

B. The disturbance in behavior causes clinically significant impairment in social, 

academic or occupational functioning. 

 

C.  If the individual is 18 years or older, criteria are not met for antisocial personality 

disorder. 

 

Specify type based on age of onset: 

 

Childhood-onset type: onset of at least one criterion characteristic of conduct disorder prior 

to age 10 years. 

Adolescent-onset type: absence of any criteria characteristic of conduct disorder prior to age 

10 years. 
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Specify severity: 

 

Mild: few if any conduct problems in excess of those required to make the diagnosis and 

conduct problems cause only minor harm to others. 

 

Moderate: number of conduct problems and effect on others intermediate between “mild” 

and “severe” 

 

Severe: many conduct problems in excess of those required to make the diagnosis or conduct 

problems cause considerable harm to others.  

 
Source: American Psychiatric Association., Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders – Fourth 

Edition.  
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Appendix II 

 

The following graphs are taken from CBCL results of two of the subjects participating in this 

study. Both graphs are taken from five-year-old girls. The first is that of a PI-child. The graph 

clearly shows a clinical score for Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. The second graph 

is taken from an N-child: 
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Universiteit Utrecht 

Faculteit Geesteswetenschappen 

Trans 8  

3512 JK Utrecht 

 

 

24 april 2008  

 

 

Geachte ouder(s) / verzorger(s) van 

 

 

Onder begeleiding van dr. Claudine Dietz van het UMC Utrecht en dr. William Philip van de 

Universiteit Utrecht, voer ik een linguïstiek experiment uit bij kinderen in de leeftijd van vier 

tot negen jaar, bij wie het vermoeden bestaat dat zij stoornis hebben binnen het autistisch 

spectrum. Voor dit onderzoek heb ik een controle groep nodig van zich normaal 

ontwikkelende kinderen.  

 

Graag willen wij uw toestemming om uw kind deel uit te laten maken van de controle groep 

in dit experiment. Dit houdt in dat een getrainde onderzoeker bij u langskomt en samen met 

uw kind een spel gaat spelen, waarbij het kind verhaaltjes mag vertellen. De duur van het 

onderzoek varieert per kind, maar zal ongeveer een half uur duren. Het onderzoek zal worden 

vastgelegd met behulp van een videorecorder. Als dank voor deelname krijgt het kind na 

afloop van het onderzoek een presentje.  

 

Na het verzamelen van de data zal het beeldmateriaal van uw kind aan u worden 

teruggegeven, er zullen geen kopieën bewaard worden. De anonimiteit van uw kind zal te 

allen tijde gewaarborgd worden.  

 

Ik zal in de eerste helft van mei contact met u opnemen voor akkoord, en om een eventuele 

testdatum af te spreken.  

 

Met vriendelijke groet, 

 

 

 

 

Sophie van Gurp 

Masterstudente Taal en Ontwikkeling 

Telefoon:  06-287 55 195 

E-mail:  F.S.vanGurp@students.uu.nl  

 

Stage begeleider:  dr. Claudine Dietz 

Telefoon:  06-113 17 802 

e-mail:   C.Dietz@umcutrecht.nl  

 

Scriptie begeleider: dr. William Philip 

Telefoon:  030-253 6016 

e-mail:   William.Philip@let.uu.nl  
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Appendix IV 

 

Experimental data per child, per age, per group.  

 

Age 4 Age 5 Age 6 Age 7 Variable 

Nchild  PIchild  Nchild  PIchild  Nchild  PIchild  Nchild  PIchild  

# verbs 

 

38 47 58 47 48 31 48 28 

# adjectives 

 

3 1 3 4 5 1 7 0 

# *articles 

 

0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 

# embedded clauses 

 

5 1 6 2 0 0 3 2 

# *personal 

pronoun 

0 2 0 8 0 3 1 0 

# *case pronoun 

 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

# s-v agreement 

 

135 196 275 173 154 35 167 55 

# * s-v agreement 

 

0 4 1 8 1 0 0 0 

# *past tense 

 

0 0 0 9 0 0 1 0 

# prompts 

 

23 16 8 25 18 9 13 34 

# dysfluent 

sentences 

6 5 6 2 1 2 5 0  

 

 


